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PREPARING TOBACCO CROP—Mrs. Belle Orr of Hazel is shown here
helping prepare a tobacco crop for market, an activity not unusual in
Calloway County this time of the year. It may be unusual, however, con-
sidering her age. She is 94.
Age No Difference
To This Tobacco Worker
By BILL PHILLIPS
Special Writer
Mrs. Belle Orr of Hazel was seen
recently helping one of.her relatives,
Kathy Crawford of Lynn Grove, strip
-tobacco.
While preparing a tobacco crop for
market is not unusual this time of the
year in Calloway County, it becomes
somewhat unusual when you consider a
couple of circumstances. Miss
Crawford is Mrs. Orr's great-
granddaughter and Mrs. Orr
celebrated a birthdhy earlier- this
month — she turned 94.
Four generations were on hand
working in the tobacco, including Mrs.
June Crawford, who is Mrs. Orr's
granddaughter, and Mrs. Jennie Bell
Paschall, Mrs. Corr's daughter.
Mrs. Orr celebrated her birthday at
Mrs. Paschall's residence in Hazel.
Born in 1884 at Crossland to Brook
'and Safrona Dunn, Mrs. Belle Orr has
been a continuous resident of Calloway
County almost a full century. She is the
wife of the late Jim Orr and the eldest.
member of the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church, having
joined the church in 1899. She is still
active in attendance.
She likes to joke about her son,
Shannon Webb of Detroit, who many
years ago began the practice of giving
her a birthday present consisting of a
dollar for every year of her age. She
says she is somewhat concerned now
that the birthday present may con-
stitute a hardship as the amount con-
tinues to grow.
Her sense of humor, and mental
abilities have scarcely abated over the
years and she continues to enjoy having
friends over when she is not too busy
working in the tobacco.
PriendshipHouse' Set
The Sixth Annual Friendship
International House during the
Christmas Vacation period will be
sponsored bY-the-13-apUsts of Marshall
and Calloway Counties, according to'
the Rev. Earl Warford, missionary for
the Blood River Baptist Association.
Some 25 studens from campuses in
the eastern area Br the United States
have been invited to be guests in the
homes of Baptists in this area. This is
an effort to provide for the needs of
International students on the college
campuses that close dormitories over
the Christmasholidays, Rev. Warford
said.
"These International students are
given the opportunity to live with
families and become acquainted with
another part of our heritage. Christian
hoSpitality fills this need for housing
and food of these young people far away
from home," the missionary said.
The Rev. Don Phelps, pastor of New
Zion Baptist Church, will serve as
chairman of a committee charged with
providing leadership in this year's
effort. His co-chairman will be the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White, pastor of the
Memorial Church, Murray.
Entertainment, program, tran-
sportation, and publicity committees
have been named for the holiday
friendship house. Planning is being
completed as some of the students will
be arriving in the area by Dec. 18. Most
of the students wiffleave Jan. 2 after a
two weeks vacation.
A Legislative Primer...
Galactic Traveler Santa Coming
100 Units Are Expected In Parade
It'll be a close encounter of the
galactic kind, featuring a visit .from
that space traveler himself, Santa,
when the Seventh Annual Murray
Christmas Parade gets underway
Saturday afternoon.
Themed around "A Galactic
Christmas," this year's parade begins
at 2 p.m. Saturday, according to Loal
Cole, chairman of the Murray Rotary-
sponsored event.
Almost 100 units are expected in the
parade, which will feature three "Star
Wars" characters, Darth Vadar, C3P0
and a "barman" from the movie, Cole
said today.
The parade will feature 12 floats. five
area bands, twirling groups, Sflkiner
units, cheerleaders, Cub Scouts, local
peisonalities, school royalty and
beauty queens, and a host of other
participants.
A high point in the parade will be the
appearance of Santa Claus, riding in a
surrey.
Cole said lineup for the parade is
expected to begin about 1:30 p.m. on
10th Street between Main and Chestnut.
At 2 p.m. the parade will start from _
10th Street and move on Main toward
the downtown area to the coiutnnuare.
rt will disband in the Parking lot of
Tappan, Cole said.
Also, Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad will be exhibiting a newly
acquired fire engine in the parade, Cole
said.
Cole indicated that to pr,ptect parade.
participants the following streets will
be blocked during the parade — 12th
and Olive, 12th and Sharp, 12th and
Payne, 10th and Chestnut, 8th and
Payne, 8th and Sharp, 8th and Olive, 9th
and Main, and 10th and Main. Also only
parade participants and residents of
those streets will be allowed through
the barricades turing the event, Cole
said.
Special parade marshals will be
wearing red identification arm bands
during and after the event to direct
traffic and lend other aid.
Cole said the parade will last about an
hour and a half.
There are two divisons for judging of
floats — school and commercial. The
school division will have cash awards of
$100 for first place, $75 for second place
and $50 for third palce. Trophies will be
awarded to three places in the com-
mercial division.
Anyone wanting additional in-
formation about the parade can contact
Cole at 753-3411 or 753-9723.
Jury Selection Begins In Herndon Case;
Hammtin Is Convicted Of Sexual Abuse
Jury selection began early today in
the trial of Gary "Bubba" Herndon,
charged with armed robbery in con-
nection with a holdup at Hucks Market
earlier this year.
A 12-member jury late Wednesday
afternoon found Jerry Hammen, a 27-
year-old Indiana man who also went by
the name of Robert W. Hart, guilty of
sexual abuse of a nine-year-old county
. child.
The jury recommended two years.
Final sentencing is expected Dec. 5, a
court spokesman said today.
Hanunan, represented by Murray
attorney Ed Overbey, took the stand
Wednesday afternoon and denied
sexually abusing the child in a camper-
trailer behind her parents' home in July
of this year. Testimony revealed the
girl and three other young boys were
sleeping overnight in the camper when
the alleged incident occurred.
Asgistant Commonwealth Attorney
Mike Ward, who prosecuted the entire
case Wednesday, told the jury that
"five years is not enough for what
happened to this little nine-year-old
girl." Harrunan could have drawn a
maximum five year sentence for the
charge.
Overbey said in his final summation
that the child was a victim of her
surrondings. He said she and other_
children were left many times in the
company of Hamman as a babysitter.
He cited a number of conflicts in
testimony of two children, the victim
and another child in camper at the
time, both who took the stand Wed-
nesday. Overbey also pointed to the
unavailability of the child's father, who
was in court Wednesday but failed to
show Wednesday afternoon.
Ward said that neither of the two
children who took the stand had no
reason not to tell the truth. And he in-
dicated the father's testimony would
have merely duplicated other
testimony. •
Evidence Shows Economy Should
Continue GrowingMonths Ahead
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter
administration has received some
welcome evidence that the economy
should continue to grow in the months
ahead and thus avoid the recession
many economists are predicting for
1979.
; But the 0.5 percent increare in the
Index of leading economic indicators
announced Wednesday' was not enough
ministration had admitted previously.
The 0.5 percent rise in the index of
economic indicators followed an 0.9
percent advance in September. But the
October figures still pointed to
moderate growth in the economy in
months ahead. The index is intended to
predict future trends in the economy.
stock prices, the money supply and
building permits.
The worsening of the trade deficit in
October, resulted largely from a per-
cent decline in exports, primarily of
food, gold and chemicals.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal said an unusual decline in
While many economists, including gold exports of $224 million, which
some prominent ones, say Carter's followed an unusual increase in the
previous month, distorted the traderecent actions to slow the economy as
to offset the, adverse impact on part of his anti-inflation fight could still figures. He claimed they weren't really ..Er2ieef Cancers
financial: martets .of 1k..m7.4R-iala4ftrY
Other witnesses during the trial in-
cluded the child's mother, and





meet for a work session Monday, Dec.
4, according to a spokesman.
Included on the agenda for that work
session is:'
— Discussion of privately owned
outdoor recreation facilities as con-
ditional uses in some zones;
— Discussion of' the upcoming
community development grant
hearings;
— A progress report on the updating
of the land use element of the com-
prehensive plan;
— An updated report on tran-
sportation information in Murray;
— Plus election of officers for the
commission to serve in 1979.
Planning commission meetings are
open to the public and the one slated
Monday night begins at 7 p.m. in city
council chambers.
reports on inflation and foreign trade.
The Dow Jones Industrial A(7erage
declined 14.03 points in light trading
Wednesday, closing at 790.11 and the
dollar declined agriinit most major
currencies on world money markets.
Analysts blamed the drop in stock
prices and the dollar primarily on the
government's report Wednesday that
the nation had a $2.1 billion deficit in its
foreign trade in October, the worst
deficit in three months.
The monthly deficits, which have
expanded unbroken for more than two
years, are blamed along with inflation
as the major cause of the decline in the
dollar during the last two years.
The government had reported
Tuesday that consumer prices in-
creased in October, and a key member
of the Carter administration
acknowledged for the first time that
inflation is now running at about 10
percent, much worse than the ad-
president and his advisers maintain the
economy is strong enough to continue .
growing next year, although at a slower
pace.   _
The index of economic indicators
gave support to the administration
position. However it is designed to look
only a few months ahead and does not
provide many clues as to what could
happen to the .economy during all of
1979.
The component of the index that
showed the greatest strength during the
month was contracts and orders for
plant and equipment, an indicttion of
rising-business investment.
Other components that advanced
during the months were the average
work week, deliveries, cash and other
liquid assets and orders received by
factories. Partially offsetting the ad-
vances were negative reports for job
layoffs, sensitive prices, job prices,
Regular, Special Sessions Do Differ
AN AP News Analysis
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer .
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A special
legislative session, such as the one
corning up Dec. 11 in Kentucky,
basically is the same as the regular
_Se3310,0 Inith...X. Couple_ .of important
differences.
The regular General Assembly meets
automatically in every other even
numbered year, but only a governor
may call a special session.
The regular General Assembly is
limited to 60 days — and that has been
interpreted as consecutive days — but
the state constitution apparently says
nothing about any time limit for a
special session.
A governor has no authority to ad-
journ a special session. That is the
prerogative of the legislators.
The special session variations have
caused some confusion about who can
do what.
It's clear that a lieutenant governor
in the absence of a governor can call art
extraordinary session.
run Dist what' U. Gov. Thelma,
while, flow r-Jythart
-Ca-Froir was in Georgia. As acting
governor, she had that power and there
was no way Carroll could halt the move.
The immediate question is whether
he can add to Mrs. Stovall's agenda of
considering tax relief and changes in
court fines and fees.
The thinking of most legal observers
is that Carroll can do so because the law
deals with the powers of a governor and
has nothing to do with who holds the
post.
Thus, Mrs. Stovall was governor
when she called the session, Carroll
was governor on his return and the joint
session of the House and Senate would
be addressed by whomever is governor
at the time.
A number of other questions have
arisen. In simplified form:
Q—How much will the session cost'
A—The pay just for legislators, $125 a
day for salaries and expenses, will
amount to about $17,500 a day. The total
is at least $25,000 daily and possibly
more.
Q—How is the Christmas recess
going to be handled?
. A—Unknown at this time. But earlier
optimistic predictions of a 10-day
session have been discarded, and a one-
instead of meeting a couple of days and
recessing, might work until almost
Christmastime, then recess until after
the holidays.
Q—Is a recess the same as an ad-
journment?
A—No. It continues the session
whereas an adjournment ends the
special session. Therefore, if the
assembly chooses adjournment, it
would be up to the governor to call it
back into session.
Q'—What happens to 'the 15 joint
legislative committees during the
session?
A—There are two types of com-
mittees: standing, which function
during a session, and interim, which
operates between sessions. •
Those interim committees whose
work is not needed for the subjects to be
taken up by the special session will
continue to meet in preparation for the
regular 1960 session.
But perhaps five or six interim
committee) will become standing
committees for the session and will
process legislation. Membership
probably will be at least Similar to the
morith—seasbew.4ere5aall -4* wat'-forir---imieertyreenwitttair -
fetched spectilation. Q--(',an the budget passed in the 1978
The latest talkie that the legislature, regular session be opened in the coming
special session?
A—Probably, but there is little or no
precedent as a guide. The special
session will involve proposed tax cuts
which may necessitate reductions in
state spending for the current two fiscal
years which end in June 1980.
Q—Will bills go through the same
procedure as during a regular session?
A—Yes, which means it will take at
least five days to pass any measure in
both chambers.
Q—Will the legislative rules be the
same?
A—That depends on the legislators
They can operate under any
arrangement they wish. The assump-
tion, barring unexpected political
acrobatics, is that the assembly merely •
will adept the rules under which it met
last winter.-
Q—Will there be any new faces in the
special session?
A -Only two. Linda Boatwright, I.)-
Paducah. widow of Rep. Johnny
Boatwright, was picked to succeed him
ins recent special election. Carroll also
ha-s.called a special eleRion Jan. 9 to
iroPlaiii
Lexington, who was elected to Congress




Stephen Davenport of Murray has
been reappointed to the Institute for
Aging by Gov. Julian Carroll.
Davenport, vicar of St. John's-
Episcopal Church, will serve until Sept.
1, 1981.
Other Institute members who were
reappointed were Dr. Mildred Gab-
bard, Booneville, who will serve until
Sept. 1, 1979, and Ennis Newton of
Slaughters, Aaron Slaughter .of
Louisville and Marie Weber of
Newport, who will serve terms that
expire Sept. 1, 1980. -
New members appointed by Carroll
were Barbara Sandford, Louisville,
who replaces Walter Fuelling, also of
Louisville, and Robert Hancock,
Princeton, who replaces Robert Brown
of Russellville. Sandford's term will
expire Sept. 1, 1981. and Hancock's




The fall concert by elementary and
secondary school children from acrolia
the area participating in Murray State
University's String Project will be
presented Sunday, Dec. 3, at 2:30 p.m.
in the recital hall of the Fine Arts
Annex. There is no charge and the
public is invited.
Fifty-five youngsters, whose ages
range from three to 15, will be per-
forming under the direction of the
Murray State students who have been
assisting Director Bob Gilespie with the
eight-week fall instructional period.
These are: Leroy Thompson, a junior
from Paducah; Lloyd Greenwell,
senior, Brandenburgh; Karen Barnett,
Rolling Meadows, Ill., a junior;
Rosemary Dowell, senior, Central City;
and Karen Himmer, a senior from
Cahokia, Ill.
The youngsters will perform five
numbers: "Canyon Sunset," "Nuttin'
for Christmas," "Frere Jadques," "A
French Folk Song," and "Jingle Bells."
The spring instructional period,
which is open to any youngsters in-
terested in string instruments, will
begin Jan. 22 with the spring conctrt
scheduled in May.
Two Secdons-24 Pages
CHRISTMAS GIFT GUIDE -- A special, ten-page
Christmas Gift Guide section is included with today's
-edition. Shoppers are invited to turn to the section for
, Shopping ideas to complete their gift lists. The section is





Mostly sunny today. Inglis
from the mid .40s to around 50
Fair and cold tonight with lows
from the upper 20s to the low 30s..
Partly sunny Friday. Highs in the
mid and upper 40s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday: A
chance of Afters each day.
today's index
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Study will be held at Seton
CV,er at 7.30 p.m. Persons
are asked to bring their
Bibles.
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
the rectory at 1:30 p.m. ,
Knights of Columtuis of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will
hold its ladies night at 6 30
p.m. This is a social activity
and is open to all adults of the
Parish. A potluck supper will
be served.
Ivan C. Karp of OK Harris
Gallery, New York City, will
deliver a guest artist lecture
.at 7:30 p.m. in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
• Murray State Uaiversity.
'The Miracle Worker,"
:threi act drama of Helen
Keller's life by William
Gibson, will be presented at
the Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is
13 per person or by season
ticket.
A trumpet recital by J.
Robert Grisham, Jr., Hen-
.,derson, will be presented at 7
-p.m. in the Recital Hall, Fine
:Arts Annex, Murray State
University.
- Concert by Murray State
University percussion en-
'edible will be presented at
5:15. p.m. at the Old Recital
Hall. Fine Arts Annex,
Murray State. •
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., committee
meetings at 10:30 a.m., lunch
at noon, table games at 1 p.m.,
and blood pressure taken from






spoasored by MAI Roden
Club, will be held at 7:30 p.m.
at the Livestock and
Exposition Center, College-
Farm Road. Admission will be
$3, adults, $2, students, and $1,
children 6 to 12. A special




_ Deadline. for submitting
applications to sit for the 1979
CPS Examination is today.
Applications are available
through the Murray Chapter
of The National Secretaries
Association International),
by calling Joyce Wooden at
753-4926 or 753-2758.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will have a potluck supper for
members and families at 6:30
p.m. at the lodge hall, High-
way 121 North at Johnny
Robertson Road. A Christmas
party will follow the supper.
Second night of Murray
State Intercollegiate Rodeo
will be at the Exposition
Center, College Farm Road,
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $3, $2.
and $1. A clown act will be
featured for the children. •
Night Visual, 1.2 drive and
discussion in search of the
more elusive wildlife of Land
Between the Lakes during the
evening hours, will start at
Center Station at 7 p.m.
Special events are planned
for Christmas on the farm
from Dec. 1 to 15 at Empire
Farm, Land Between the
Lakes. Hours will be from 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. each day.
Groups should preregister by
calling 9244441 or write to






CI Sirloin steak, four
golden-fried shrimp
mates. potato. Stock-
ade Toast. Thursday thru Saturday
this month. lunch or.dinnerl
:Bel-Air Center •
The Miracle Worker,"
three act plaY of Helen
KeUer's life, will be shown at 8
p.m.' at the Murray State
University Theatre
Admission is $3 or by season
ticket.
Pacers Homemakers Club
will have a Christmas party
with husbands as guests at
6:30 p.n . at the North Branch
of the Peoples Bank.
Golden Age Ctub will not
meet today but will meet Dec.
8
Saturday, December 2
East Calloway PTC will
have a chili supper at 5:30
p.m. followed by country
music show at 7 p.m. at the
school. Admission for show
will be 11, adult, 50 cents,
child.
Muscular Dystrophy
Association and Kappa Alpha
of Murray State University
will have its first Dance-A-
Thon at 8 p.m. at Beshear
Gym, Murray State, at 8 p.m.
For information call 753-9075.
Toy Sale will be held at 501
North Seventh Street, Murray,
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., spon-
sored by Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Jackson Purchase
Historical Society will meet at
the Marshall County High
School Gym, Draffenville, at 6-
p.m.
• 'The Miracle Worker,"
story of Helen Keller's life,
will be presented by Murray
State Univefsity Theatre at 8
p.m.
Saturday, December 2
Third night of Murray State
Intercollegiate Rodeo will be
at Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, at 7!30 p.m.
Tickets are $3,. 12, and $1. A
clown act will be featured for
the children.
Captain Wendell bury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at the Holiday Inn at 1:30
p.m. with Dorothy Byrn as
hostess. -
Murray. State University
Women's Society will hold
open houses at 4:30 p.m. in
homes of members and the
Christmas dinner at 6:15 p.m.
in Room 228, Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State.
Lavine Carter Is Program_
Leader, Elm Grove Meeting
The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
met in the home of June
Crider on Nov. 7 at 1:30 p.m.
with eleven members present.
Prior to the meeting the group





Baptists Reach Out." She was
assisted by Jimmie Lee
Carmichael, Bobbie Burkeen,
Tennessee Outland, June
Crider, Juanita Lee, and
Elects Fulkerson.
June Crider gave the
devotion and read scripture
from Isaiah 43:1-10. Names of
missionaries having birthdays
on that day were read and
prayer was by Tennessee
Outland.
Presiding at the meeting
was Bobbie Burkeen,
president, with the minutes
being read by Juanita Lee,
and the financial report by
1.etha Cossey.
Plans were announced for
the Senior Citizens dinner on
Nov. 21 at the church with the
Rev. Marshall Mines as guest
speaker.
The women also planned for
the Week of Prayer for
Foreign Missions on Dec. 3 to
10. Several other mission
projects were discussed by the
group.
Others present, not men-
tioned, were Eunice Shekell,
Floy Caldwell, and Mae
Williams. -
AlAyr
By Abigail Van Buren
Her Ego Trips Her
DEAR ABBY: I've been divorced for five years. I'm 57
and look my age. I dress fashionably, am well-groomed, wear
glasses and my figure is so-so. I'm no beauty, but I'm far
from ugly.
I would like to get married again, but I don't care for old
men, and young men don't care for me.
Don't suggest travel. I've traveled plenty and all I ever
meet are other women looking for eligible men. Don't tell me
to develop my personality. I've got more personality than
most men I know. Don't suggest singles clubs, computer-
dating bureaus or those match-maker agencies; they're all
frauds who belong in jail. Don't tell me to get contact lenses.
I've tried them and can't wear them. And don't tell me to
dye my hair. I think dyed hair looks cheap.
What can you do for me?
WANTS A MAN
DEAR WANTS: Not much, lady. But if I find a man who's
looking for a woman who anticipates all the questions and
knows all the answers, I'll let you know.- 1,
DEAR ABBY: I am a clock,watcher out of necessity as are
many other working wives and mothers.
Most employees do not object to working a little overtime
occasionally, but some bosses consistently start dictating
five minutes before quitting time. And some people rim into
stores just as the doors are closing, and are annoyed if the
elerks Seem less than cooperative. Working people have
time commitments, baby sitters, hair appointments, er-
rands, dinner dates, hungry husbands, etc., based on' the
assumption that their working day ends at 5 p.m. and not
5:20.
Abby, you could rid the world of much confusion and
frustration if you suggested that each person try to manage
his own time so it won't overlap onto someone else's. It's
just a matter of organization and consideration.
HARDWORKING CLOCK-WATCHER
•
DEAR CLOCK-WATCHER: I agree. Last-mhnite dicta-
tion should be held to a minimum. But an employer can't he
expected to halt operations and clear the store of customers
so that the help can zoom out the door at 5 o'clock sharp.
DEAR ABBY: Please settle an mgoluent between my
weddiretg nr- the feed*:
My sister and her husband were invited, but the husband
couldn't make it, so My 'sisteetnok.her 11-year-old daughter
instead„ 
-1;14trie of the other children lathe fannliayas invited
you-ean Tie sure there wereiTa enty of 'hurt feelings. My
sister insists that as long as her husband wasn't able to
make it, substituting her daughter was perfectly all right.
I told my sister if the bride and groom wanted her
daughter at the wedding they would have invited her, and
only those people whose names appear on the invitation are
invited.




For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Lakes will iiiclude Christmas -
on the Farm at Empire Farm,
Eagle Search at 8 am.-at
-Center Station, and tanterrr-
Jour of The Homeplace-1850
at 7 p.m.
  •
Alpha Mu chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha will have a
Christmas cookie sale in front
of Bright's downtown from 10
a.m.to 2:30 p.m.
Pancake Breakfast,
sponsored by Hazel Woman's
Club, will be held at the Hazel
Community Cenfif at 7 a.m.
The cost will be $2 'for all you
can eat. Public is invited.
DEAR NO: 1 vote with you.
nd
NO SUBSTITUTIONS
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
90212. 
c:- - t: If...-  r: 
THIS CHRISTMAS
a
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby'. new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped 128 cents, self-addressed Ienvelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.




Club will hold its annual
Christmas party with
husbands as guests on Friday,
Dec. 1, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
Plans for the party were
made at the Nov. 8th meeting
held at the home of Jane
Barnett with eight m mbers
and one guest, Dortha iley,
present.
-Landscape No es For
November" festu ing in-
formation about preparing
gardens and tools for winter
and making dried Christmas
arrangements and ornaments
was presented by Sheila
Pallister.
Priscilla Schanbacher gave
the lessop on "Planning Your
Financial Future." She en-
couraged those present to
start now. to plan for
retirement years, attitude-
wise as well as financially.
Information concerning
women's rights in England



























By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - A
friend of mine drinks five or
six martinis a day loaded
with ice, large glasses with
five or six shots per glass.
He must have liver or pan-
creas trouble as he has a pot ._
belly, nausea, -vomits and is
red in the face. He visits us
for four or five hours or
longer and never goes to the
bathroom. Where does the
fluid go?
DEAR READER -- You
could ask him. Maybe he's
Just developed this kind of
habit pattern. In any akse, it
would be a way you could
talk to him about his alcohol-.
lain. -
If he drinks anywhere
near as much as you say he
does on a daily basis, he is
an alcoholic. If you are his
friend, you should help him
to realize that he is one and
encourage him to seek pro-
fessional help. There are a
number of organizations, in-
cluding Alcoholics Anony-
mous, that could help him
and believe me, he needs
help.
And you are probably
right, at 11.-ust, .about him
having liver disease. It's one
of the serious complications
from alcohol. Cirrhosis of
the liver is a common cause
of death in the American
population in both men and
women, and 60 percent of
these deaths from cirrhosis
of the liver are caused from
alcohol.
To give you more informa-
tion about what alcohol re-
ally does to the body, I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 1-4, Alcohol,
Whiskey, Gin, Vodka, Rum,
Wine and Beer. Other read-
ers who want this issue can





Guest speaker at the Harris
Grove Homemakers monthly
_luncheon held on Nov. 8 at the
Sirloin Stockade was Bill
Phillips, City Attorney.
Mr. Phillips, introduced by
Mrs. Clyde Wrather, of the
Homemakers Club, spoke on
the topic of "Future Financial
Planning" which included,
information on wills, estate
taxes, and the use of gifts and
trusts to reduce these taxes. A
qeestion-answer session
followed his talk.
Phillips stated, "In working
with the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens, I have_
• fe-eitcl that "amattre-nianning•
believed to be a subject'
strictly for the elderly*
• Nothing could be further from
- truth.----• Education
'programs such as this should
be encouraged, as assets could
be wasted through lack of
knowledge and early plan-
ning."
One medium-sized potato
contains one-half the average
daily. requirement of vitamin
C.
velopo for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Because of the association
of alcohol with liver disease,
many people are under the
wrong impression that
-whenever you have liver
disease, it's associated with
alcoholism. That's not true
either. There are many
other causes of scarring or
liver damage which we call
cirrhosis.
Some people who develop
chronic liver disease have
never had a drop of alcohol
in their entire life. However,
the 60 percent of the deaths
from cirrhosis of the liver
caused by alcohol are pre-
ventable simply by avoiding,
the excess use of alcohol.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
work in a state institution for
mentally retarded people.
All of these residents brush
their teeth two or three
times a day and approxi-
mately 90 percent of them
swallow the toothpaste.
I tried this once and it
burned for a long time. I am
wondering if this could be
dangerous to their health
along with being uncomfort-
able? Also, do they get used
Lawrence E Lamb, M.D.
to it so it doesn't Mart?
DEAR READER - I'm
not sure why it burned when.
you swallowed the tooth-
paste as not everyone expe-
riences this. You might be
surprised to know that the
astronauts swallowed their
toothpaste during space
flight. It was planned that
way; the toothpaste was spe-
cially prepared.
The difference was that
the flavor oils were taken
out of it. The flavor in tooth-
paste is really due to oils and
these are sometimes a little
tough on the digestive sys-
tem. Considering the prob-
lems you might have in
patient care, it might be a
good idea to contact NASA
and ate if you can find out
from them the availability of
the type of toothpaste used
by the astronauts.
And it might be a good
idea for personnel responsi-
ble for people in institutional
situations to' find out from
the various toothpaste com-
panies what is available for
people with these difficul-
ties.- It certainly wouldn't
hurt tonninimize the prob-
lem by using special tooth-
fftthat you cou•ld be abso-y certain- wouldn't







Most Downtown Merchants will be
open Sun. 1-5 on Dec. 3-10-17.





75•  Styles To
Choose From
Only'10` a Letter for Etching
ENGRAVABLE JEWELRY
Necklaces, -Bracelets, Charms,
Key Chains, Money Clips, Diamonds
8 Much, Much More.
el
Beautiful Silver
77.-T1475er- ect if, - Put
A Dote or Initiot On It So
They Will Remember
Free Engraving While -
You Wait - In Bross
and in Silver • Also
Stain Gloss
THE GREEK CORNE
In December .1)° Nit"
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LORETTA YORK, Interpretive Specialist at Land Bet-
ween The Lakes (LB[) uses a blender to produce peanut
butter during a peanut butter making demonstration
held recently at Empire Farm, in TVA's 170,000-acre
public demonstration area in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Baggett,
parents of Qr. Wallace E.
Baggett of Murray, will
celebrate their 60th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, Dec.
3. They attiresidents of 1621
Harrison Street, Paducah.
The reception will be held
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the parlor of
the Immanuel Baptist Church,
Paducah, where they are--
members.
Mr. and Mrs. Baggett were
'• flurried Dec. 5, 1918, in Nash-}
ville, Tenn., by Judge Litton
- Hickman. Mrs. Baggett is the
t 4qrmer Johnnie Wallis,
daughter of the late Mr. and
1; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Russell,
I who have lived in Honolulu,
t Hawaii, for six years, have
I 
returned to Cleveland, Ohio, to
work. They visited their
. . grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
4 Rob McHood, during the
t Thanksgiving holidays. Mr.
•',- Russell received his. PhD. in
1 science last June. Severalfriends and relatives visited,the •McHood home.. The
McHood's daughter and her
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Wallace of Granite City, Ill.,
Mrs. W. T. Wallis of Cadiz.
Mr. Baggett, son of the late
Mr. and Mrs L.P. Baggett of
Hopkinsville, is a retired
construction worker.
Their children are Dr.
Baggett, Murray; Thomas
Arthur Baggett, Poplar Bluff,
Mo.; the Rev. James Douglas
Baggett, Waipahu, Hawaii;
Virginia L. Kok, Lexington,
Robert L. Baggett, Paris;
John Paul Baggett,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; William L
and Franklin E. Baggett
Paducah, Lois Dean Peniche,
Lynchburg, Va.; and Ralph
Wayne Baggett, Washington,
D. C.
The couple has 24 grand-
children. Mrs. Baggett was
state runnerup .for Mother of
the Year.
WINNER BUSY
Mary G. Cerami of
California, winner of $10,000 in
the 1978 National Chicken
Cooking Contest, says she's
been constantly busy since the
cookoff — cooking her prize-
winning Chicken Pizza.
"Everyone I know wants to
sample the recipe before they
try tt themselves," she says
good naturedly. And in spite of
eating her own home-cooked
dish so frequently, she still
AITTV V4-VSWVEIVV,
Christmas Special























Dr. Hughie Lawson Speaks At DAR Meet, Purdom Home
Dr. Hughie Lawson,
professor of history at Murray
State University, was guest
,peaker at ,the Nov. Ilth
nieeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution held at the home of
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Sr., on
South 10th Street, Murray,
with Mrs. Ed Diuguid as co-
hostess. -
The speaker was introduced
by Mrs. John Livesay, regent.
He is a native of Georgia and
received his Bachelor's
degree from Emory
University in 1960. After
serving in the U. S. Nayy, he
received his Ph.D at Tulane
University and came to
Murray in 1969.
'Washington Crossing The
Delaware" was the subject
discuaall, by Dr. Lawson. He
gave a concise and in-
formative account of this
event and the causes and
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19).Y140
Let confidence be your
guide to action. Get in touch
with those at a distance, make
travel plans, and look forivard- -
to the future.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 1::$4€714-?
Joint investments and real






( May 21 to June 20) U
You can trust in love today
and close ones inspire your.




(June 21 to July 22) 00
Moonlighters will find this a
good time to find an extra job
that can be done at home.
Others will spend extra cash
on something special.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22 ) afg
The accent is on pleasure,
though those involved in
creative work will find that




( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ITP%.
The perfect day for house
hunting .or enjoying the




( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -n-n
Your personality should
sparkle in a social situation
and others are responsive to




(Oct. 23 'to Nov. 21) MeV
A pad time to ask for a
raise, and even if you're




(Nov.22 to Dec. 21) )ev
Take the initiative in
making travel plans or in
pitching in on a group project
Seek an opportunity to make
your views known.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Behind-the-scenes action
leads to career-and financial
benefits. You can accomplish
much in a private con-
versation with a superior. .•
AQUARIUS ,
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A social event coulddead to
an introduction to a future
romantic interest. Travel
plans with friends can now be
solidified, and marital or
romantic affairs prosper!
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X -
Do your best at work today,
as higher-ups will take notice.




Women of the Palestine
Church met Wednesday, Nov.
15, ill- the church with the
opening prayer led by the
church pastor, the Rev. Fil
Boston. '
"What Color Is Other" was
the subject of the lesson led by
the Rev. Boston. He read a
poem, "Disappearing Man,"
and scripture from Acts 12.
Prayers were led by Dean
Burkeen and Winn ie Burkeen.
Those present were Freda
Lovett, Avis Childress,
%audit Hopkins, Anita Oates,
Mildred Oates, - Winnie •
Dean Burkeen. and Rev.
Boston.
favored and some will gain
recognition.
effects of Washington's
maneuvers on a patriot cause
which seemed hopeless.
Dr. Lawson said in
December 1776 Washington
was a whipped general,
leading a whipped army. He
said he was outmaneuvered at
Long Island in August, had
retreated to Manhatten, was
chased out of New York City,
and • retreated from White
Plains, dogged by Gen.
Howe's British Army.
Washington fled across New
Jersey, crossing the Delaware
into Pennsylvania.
The speaker said this series
of defeats caused the loss of






deserted the patriot cause and
went over to the British, and
YOU BORN TODAY are a farmers were fefusing to
leader, somewhat of a loner,, accept continental currency.
and a true individualist. Self- Washington's leadership was
discipline combined with a tieing questioned as he wat-
willingness to finish what you ched his army dwindle away,
undertake will help you and the general was almost in
succeed. Whatever you do, despair, the speaker added.
you'll put your personal stamp Dr. Lawson said "for-
on it, and the world will know- tunately the British stopped
chasing and went into winter
quarters in New Jersey.
Washington made a daring
plan as on Christmas night he
would load 2,400 soldiers, 18
field cannons, and a large
number of horses on large
boats, cross the Delaware
River, march nine miles to
Trenton, and attact the
Hessians there. This plan had
you as a person who has the
courage to do his or her own
thing. In a career you need a
major interest. Occupations in
which you'll find happiness
include law, science, politics,
selling and theatrical pur-
suits. Birthdate of Woody
Allen, film director and
writer; Bette Midler, singer;
and Mary Martin, musical
comedy star.
to be executed in the dark in
order. to take them by stir-
prise.
The plan worked and the
general and his army cap-
tured the western part of the
state of New Jersey. In 1781
Washington defeated another
British Army at Yorktown.
His work was praised by
historians.
Mrs. kivesay opened the
meeting with the pledge to the
flag. Mrs. Diuguid, chaplain,
led the DAR Ritual and
prayer. Two new members
introduced were Mrs.' Ed
Davis and Miss Kim Davis,
.who received their certificates
from the national society slid
were welcomed into the local
chapter. Mrs. Davis' mother,
Mrs. Paul' Musl, and sister,
Mrs. Judy Thompson of
Florence, Ala.. were. special
guests.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Corrinne McNutt, secretary,
and Mrs. Leon Grogan,
.treasurer Two prospective
members, Mrs. Houston




James By9i, Max Hurt,
Clifton Key, Carl Lockhart,
Estel Morehead, Ray Muri-
day, John Nance, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, and Dr. Helene
Visher.
The hostesses served a
dessert course to the members
and guests.
The next meeting will be a
Christmas party and gift
exchange on Saturday, Dec. 2,
at 1:30 p.m. at the Holiday Inn
with Mrs. chimes Byrn as






All Sundays 1 to 5.
Starting Monday Every
Night 'til 8:30 P.M.
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Rhinestones iron- ond gl Pre, accents
4944,44AlkenfilteirfiZtO, 
A. Block silk cord lanai/
necklace, crystal intogho _
dvop1.141.11111; B. Set 2 & •
901d/rhinestone bar pins, a • .4
COO; C. 'Center.gold/rhine- ye
6.10; 0.36"90141,,h,nestone
cfxtin, pave dot) heart. 10.0110:
Ii Goldirhinestone PierCeer
drap earrings 6.00
Fro, Gilligan 8 O'Malley
A. Acetate/nylon brushed ,





long gown with )
lace bodice ond
lOce bock Wine
or shell pink, -
P SAA,L, at 24.00 •
./
Holiday dazzlers horn Smart Ports,
A. Acryliciwool rersey 14' leg
soft pawl, elastic web belt in
block. 5-13 at .24.4111; Poly
ester/wool crepe (Whisper
Wool) mole pleated 18"
Pont with iewel belt
Black or redwood at 32:00.
The plus factor in fashion
Pcvntelle Open-work stitchery for
Pure holiday magic A. Pull-over
w.th round neck hne .n Block or














It appears that the mood of
• the people may finally be
reaching Congress.
According to many political
• observers, the 96th Congress
will be somewhat more con-
servative than the 95th. The
'.November election produced
more new members of
Congress who are con- -
servatives than it did liberals.
Also many. incumbent
Congressmen felt it necessary
to take a more conservative
'fiscal stance in ' their cam-
paigns for re-election.
Among the 77 new Represen-
tatives, 41 are expected to be
philosophically similar to the
member they replaced.
However„it is belied that 26
will be more conservative and
only 10 more liberal. This adds
up to a conservative gain of 16
House seats.
Of the Senate's 20 new faces,
eight are estimated to have
about the same philosophy as.
their predecessors in the 95th
Congress, eight are expected to
be more conservative and four
more liberal. That means a
conservative shift of four seats.
Many of the 358 House and 15
Senate incumbents who were
re-elected were surprisingly
conservative in their campaign
oratory.
This suggests that the
public's anger over excessive
government spending, high
taxes and inflation has finally
begun to reach the Congress.
It should be remembered,
It. George. Hackrti-
however, that some in-
cumbents did not run on a plat-
form of fiscal restraint, and
they will have no campaign
promises to keep them from
continuing to support, bigger
government.
In addition, the special in-
terest groups will be back in
Washington when the 96th
Congress convenes early next
year. They will be seeking a
long list of bills which will cost
taxpayers money and will fan
the fires of inflation.
It is important that the
citizens of the United States
continue to tell our
Congressman Carroll Hubbard
and Senators, Dee Huddleston
and Wendell Ford that they
want government to reduce its







LOUISVILLE, Ky, ( AP ). The
canceled postage .stamps you just
tossed into a trash. container Will WY a
cup of milk or a- bow.' of rice for a -
hungry youngster.
"If every dollar's worth of stamps
represents. 10 plates of food, just Wide
*hat I could do with a million stamps a
_week," said Lilamani Perera, who has
found a way to convert them into cash.
The stamps are sold through the
Salvation Army here to dealers who, in
turn, sell them to collectors,
"The money is then used to purchase
food for the children of Bangladesh,"
Ms. Perera said. Since 1976, when she
started the program, More than 30,000
meals have been served to the needy.
Her list of contributors span the 50
states and take in 26 foreign nations.
An 11-year-old boy, after saving
stamps for five years, mailed them to
Ms. Perera with this explanation.
"Them stamps meant a lot to me but I
know they're go to a good cause."
A Charlotte, N.C., woman has sent in
more than two million canceled stamps
since 1977. .and another family donated
the collection it had been putting
together for 30 years.
"I've always felt that the Lord has
guided me to lead this program," said
Ms. Perera, a native of Colombo, the
capital of Sri Lanka ( formerly Ceylon 1.
After completing a bachelor's degree
in sociology from Berea College. she
worked in Lexington's community
action program before enrolling at the
University of Louisville's Institute of
Community Development where she
received a master's degree.
The idea for "Food for Stamps" was
born in 1976 about the time the
Aspociated Country Women of the
emarray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
Editor K Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Tunes as published
rvery• afternoon except Sundays July 4, Christ-
mas IN), Ness Year's Cosy and Thanksitivirut by
Murray Mew . Inc. 103 N 4th St.
Murray. Ky 47t Sewed Class Postage Paid at
Murray. Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RNTES In area served by
carriers, $27S per Usaillt, payable to advance
By mad in Callous, tamisty and to Benton. Har-
em, Mayfield. Mil Farmington Ky., and
Patin, Banikanan sallorryear, Th, Ste Se per
year By mail to other destitsailons $35 ne per
World, with eight Million members,
sponsored. a conference in Au-Arabs.'
. 'Women who couldn't attend were
-.asked to mail canceled stamps to the
celanization to help meet expenses.
"With the help of fries-1,0s, I managed
-,-te amass- about I-4- stamps,"
Miss Perera recalled. "People kept
sending them after the drive was over
and for awhile I gave them to the Red
Cross for some of their youth
programs."
One day she decided the stamps
should go for food -and made
arrangements with the Salvation Army
to handle the project.
The motivating force behind her
decision wassa sociology professor at
Berea College, who "believed that if
something needed to be done, and in the
end it wasn't done, then we were among
those who didn't do it."
She always stresses the point that her
program is one "which costs the con-
tributor virtually nothing. It takes only
a few minutes to tear a stamp from an
envelope; leaving at least one-quarter
inch border."
How many stamps are required to
buy a cup of milk or a bowl of rice?
About 200 -regular stamps; 150
commemorative stamps, 180 Christmas
stamps or a smaller number of foreign
stamps.
"What one must remember," said
Ms. Perera. "is that every stamp
means food for a child."
Letters To The Editor











Fly M. C. Garrott
RA vE Nte FACE
RE-DRANN
A 1944 Turkey Tale Flavored
With Rum And Coca Cola'
When most of us think of turkey,
Thanksgiving automatically comes to
mind. But to Buel Stalls, Sr., the
thought of the traditional Thanksgiving
bird brings to his mind the popular song
of some 30 years ago, "Drinking Rum
and Coca Cola."
Buel told me this story some time
ago, and I filed it away, fully intending
to use it just before Thanksgiving. Then
when Turkey Day rolled around, I
typically had forgotten where I had
filed it.
A apologize to Buel for this oversight,
but with Thanksgiving and turkey
dinners still much in our minds and
tummies, perhaps it's not too late to tell
it- now that I have finally located my
notes.
++ 4-
Buel,-who retired from the Air Force
a few years ego, was stationed at
Brooks Field, which is just south of San
Anton, Tex., in 1944. The sqiiirrel
season had jest opened and one day he
and two sergeants who were working
for him - TsSgt Horace H. Greer and
Sgt. Lawrence E. Parker, to be exact -
asked and received permission to hunt
Squirrels on a ranch some 30 miles from
the big base.
Well before daylight on the day of
their outing, they were in 'a small,
roadside cafe having breakfast when
some music-living son' with a focketful
of nickels kept plarrrTifinking Runt
and Coca Cola," one of the hit tunes of
the day, over and over on the
nickelodeon, better known today as the
'Ittiee hare"
By daylight, they were on the ranch
and hunting. Somehow, Greer became
separated from Buel and Parker.
Although they hunted until the shank of
the morning, neither Buel nor Parker
had even seen a squirrel. Occasionally,
they would hear Greer getting off a shot
elsewhere in the woods.
After Several hours of frustrated
wandering, Buel and Parker headed
back to their car, and to pass the time
waiting for Greer became engaged in
seine target shooting with .22-caliber
rifles.
+
Now, the folks who lived on the ranch
had a flock of domesticated turkeys,
and as Buel and his friend blazed away
at their targets, the birds drifted un-
noticed into their line of fire. The first
thing they knew, one of their .22 bullets
had practically torn the head off one of
the big torn turkeys.
'If you have ever been around a bunch
of excited and disturbed turkeys, you
can imagine the commotion and
squawking this set off, and Buel and his
friend hurriedly retrieved the dead bird
and stowed it away in the trunk of their
car.
They had no more than shut the lid
and picked up their rifles again before
the lady of the ranch appeared on the
scene on the trigger end of a rifle about
as long as an anti-aircraft gun. "In
later years, Wendy Bagwell described
the length of a snake someone offered
him in a church service as 27 feet long,"
Buel laughed. "That reminds me of the
length of that rifle."




caused the commotion among
turkeys, Buel and his friend shee
suggested that it must have been




the shooting she had heard. Sh
shown the targets Buel and Park
been trying to hit and occasionall
Apparently satisfied, the lady headed
nd thefor the house, Greer showed up a
three of them headed back to3 San
in theAntonio - the dead turkey still
trunk.
+++
Meanwhile back at the ranch, the
remaining turkeys had worked their
way to the ranch house, and there the
lady counted them. "Now who knows
how many turkeys one had on a ranch
in Texas?" Buel growled. 'Mat lady
'did!" She was one bird short. She
Promptly called the sheriff's office of
Bexar County.
At -Uses time, Buel and his friends
• were about half-way back to San
Antonio and Were beginning to- feel
rather secure, or scot-free, of it all,
Commandment* In Schools
public classrooms in Kentucky. One
thousand framed copies have already
been manufactured and this project has
been impleMented in several counties
The cost of each framed and matted
copy is $10.00 which includes shipping
to the sthool district. The beautiful
natural wood frame in this unit would
retail for $25.00 by itself. However with
the order of 31,000 units the
manufacturing cost has been greatly
reduced to the $10.00 per unit cost
Churches, civic- clubs, businesses,
Par •
lated and individuals can underwrite the costisemeer ABS,,, PreSs.
Association and Southern Newspaper of placing copies of The Ten Corn-
The Aastictitted Press le exclusively entitled to mandments in their local schools,
repulailart local news originated M The Murray All donation i are tax deductible andiptigeratruyses as weu as aliolh•r AP news
•TEI.EPHONENUMBEFts . ' should be sent to: The Kentuckyituonem ore, r
classified Advert g . 7S3:1016 • 
Revenge Mischief Night or Cabbage Lord is always near to them ;hat__•7s3-1116 1/4 such a non-profit, tax deductible .neritage Foubdation, 1143 East  





when a deputy sheriff pulled them to
the side of the road. He was looking for
a missing turkey and wanted to take a
look into their trunk.
"We just 'fessed up," Buel said, "and
told him the turkey was in there and
how it happened to be. He didn't
hesitate in directing us to 'the cour-
thouse in San Antonio." There the lady
was called, informed that the hunters
had been nabbed with the turkey and
asked what recourse she wanted to
take. She simply replied that Buel and
the sergeants could either pay for the
bird or replace it.
-When I told the officer I had no idea
where I could find a turkey to replace
the one we had shot," he said, "this was
relayed to the lady and she said her bird
had weighed 30 pounds and that the
market price was 33 cents a pound, or
$9.90. When the deputy asked if she
would be satisfied if this amount was
collected for her, she replied she would,
and we paid up with the last $10 bill I
had to my name.
-When the deputy offered me my 10
cents change, I replied, 'You keep it. All
I want is out of here!,' picked up the
dead turkey and left," Buel said.
"But, you know," he went on, "every
time I hear that song, that -Rum and
Coca Cola,' I can't help but think about
that dead turkey, that angry Texas
woman with that Cannon of a rifle and




On 4-A night, which could be observed
one month after the eve of All Hallows
Eve, namely Nov. 30, all sorts of
horrors would happen to youth
throughout the land:
Batteries would mysteriously
disappear from transistor radios.
Dungarees, denims and jeans would
be coneigned to the laundermat or
basement washing machine and
unavailable for school wear.
Molasses, maple syrup and thick
gobs of peanut butter would find their
way into the sprockets and gear boxes
of all 10-speed' bikes. Mopeds, motor-
bikes and motorcycles would suddenly
lose their spark plugs and gas tank
covers.
All hair blowers would be carried off
into captivity. Pocket combs would
inexplicably all be broken or gape with
rows of missing teeth.
All amplifiers, stereo-speakers, tape
decks, electronic instruments of all
kinds would have their wires cut and
their plugs removed.
Local radio stations would be en-
celliraged to play only Lawrence Welk
and Ikstin tanin albums. Teachers
would be invited to pile on the
homework. Barbers would only do crew
• ecuts.
Out-vandalized at their own game,
the Halloween vandals might next time
around even revert to civilized
autumnal pursuitsi, like ducking for
apples, from a big yellow pumpkin.
Bible Thought
- .7e
nand Sport...bent 7527 .1.-1 lit
• Ir.
Dear Editor:
Many Kentuckians interested in
seeing The Ten Commandments placed
in our public school classrooms are
asking how they can go about doing
this.
No money should be sent to any state
government agency for this purpose. A
suit has been filed restraining the
Superintendent of Public Instruction
from Implementing this new law.
However, the judge made it dear that
tills 'antra Ming order does not apply to
-local school boards which are still free
to redeive copies of The Ten Com-
mandments donated through agencies
other than the state.
The Kentucky Heritage Foundation is
voile them.,..,7 vtria lir•-tBrIvapr"
of The Ten Commandments in all 31,000 • Claudia /liner
•-
• By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. (AP) -
Mailboxes crushed, uprooted, thrown
down ravines. Flower pots smashed.
Porch furniture carted off. Obscenities
scrawled on fences and cars with
shaving foam. or, worse, spray paint.
In New England this annual orgy of
mindless destruction is known as
Mischief Night. In New Jersey and
parts of Pennsylvania it is called, for
reasons unknown to me, Cabbage
Night. Across the land there are other
names for this night of barbarity.
It happens every Oct. 30, the night
before Halloween, and enough time has
passed to speak without fear of
reprisal. The culprits are always
teenagers and slightly older types. The
victims, invariably, are adults. It's
trick or treat without the option of a
treat.
These autumnal rites of ruin and
ravage probably began as a source of
innocent merriment, a pressure valve
of youthful practical jokes permitted
and no doubt encouraged by parents to
take some of the strain off long hours of
homework as the year lengthened and
the daylight failed. Now they have
become the dark side of the harvest
moon, a planned program of pillage and
ruthless ruin unmatched in civilized
climes since the Vandals sacked Rome.
The Emperor Justinian finally got rid
of the Vandaleafter a hundred years of
menace by vandalizing their
headquarters in Carthage, Corsica and
Sardinia. And doing what the Romans
did - out-vandalizing the vandals -
might be the solution today.
History tells us after Justinian turned
the tables on the Vandals, "they
disappeared without a trace."
So here thou in the game plan.
A‘s stand g
for Adult Avenging Angel Atrocities.
For they all saw him, and were
troubled. And Immediately he talked
with them and said unto them, Be of
good cheer: It h I; be not afraid. -
Mark 6:50.
r even in the midsrof fear and'
Looking Back
1.0 Years Ago
Airman First Class Gary N. Carew,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fray'Carsork, hi on
duty at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, Viet-
nam.
Gunner's • Mate First Class John H.
Hornbuckle, Jr., USN, son of Mrs.
FroCie M..elorribuckle, is serving with
the U. S. Naval Mobile Construction
Battalion in the five northermost
provinces of South Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nina
Crouse, 94, Raymond Alexander, 67,
and Miss Linda Whistle, 20,
Dr. Herbert G. Alibi-Men, professor
of chemistry at Memphis State
University, formerly of Murray, has
been elected a Fellow in the American
Institute of Chemists at the meeting
held at Atlantic City, N. J.
Susan Young and Craig Calhoun have
been named as Citizens of the Month by




Airman Sid R. Jobs, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Sid G. Jobs of Camp Paradise,
Murray Route 6, has been advanced to
third class petty officer while serving
on the USS Intrepid out of the port of
Norfolk, Va.
The fourth International Student
Retreat elosed yesterday at the Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Park. This is
sponsored by the Kentucky and Ten-
nessee Baptist Student Union.
The Murray State College String
Quartet composed of Roman
Prydatkevytch, first violin, Josiah
Darnall, second violin, David Gowans,
viola, and Neale Mason, violincello, will
-present a concert on Dec. 2 at the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murray.
New officers of the Almo Senior 4-H
Club are Maurita Evans, Jerry Byerly,
Rhonda Ahart, Charles Oldham,
Charles Fennell, Diane Hale, Linda
Johnston, Donna Duncan, Dwight
Hargis, and Brenda Nelson.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Twilight For The Gods" starring Rock
Hudson and Cyd Charisse:
.30 Years Ago
Ray Brownfield, local bank
agricultural representative, has been
appointed County Agricultural
Chairman for Calloway County for the
Kentucky Bankers Association.
Dortha Ann Hendon was crowned
senior basketball queen of New Con-
cord High School by Basketball Team
Captain Jackie Winchester. Bonnie
Faye St. John was crowned as junior
queen. Attendants for the queen were
Eiorothy Sue Stubblefield and Polly
Allbritten.
Final tabulation of votes showed that
the overwhelming majority of the dark
fired tobacco growers in the state want
to continue marketing quotas for three
years.
Ranny Sue Whittle, senior, was
chosen Miss' Murray State. Chosen as
favorites wire Mildred Turk, Barbara
Bigham, Naomi Whitnell, 1oyce Fly,
Frances Vickers, Norma Pickard,-
Mary • Alice Opdyke, Martha Dell
Brown, and Jane Earl Johnson.
• Jean -Weeks has evened a beauty Mese
in her home at 609 Olive Street, Murray
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 30, the 334t
day of 1978. There are 31 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1782, the United States
and Britain signed preliminary peace
articles in Paris, ending the
Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1864, one of the bloodiest
engagements of the U.S. Civil War, the
Battle of Franklin, Tenn.; was fought
In 1939, the Soviet Union attacked
Finland.
In 1942, during World War II, U.S.
bombers struck at Japanese forces
holding Rangoon, Burma.
In 1949, the Chinese Communists
captured Chungking, China.
In 1975. President Gerald Ford flew to
China to expand the new relationship
that President Richard Nixon had
begun in Peking more than three years
--earlier.
In 1976, the British government
published a bill to establish separate
legislative assemblies in Scotland and
Wales to provide more home rule.
Ten years ago: Students in Mexico
City voted to end a 4-month-old strike
during which more than 50 students,
police and bystanders had been killed
Five years ago: The head of the
White House investigatiise unitt known
as the "Plumbers," Egil Krogh,
pleaded guilty to a civil rights charge
growing out of the 1971 burglary of the
office . of Daniel Ellsberg's former
psychiatrist.
One year ago: President Carter
strongly endorsed an Egyptian
propose liar a preliminary Middle East
peace conference in Cairo, which the
Soviet Union and Arab states had
spurned.
Today's birthdays: Actor Efrem
Zimhalist Jr is 55 years old. Actress
Virginia Mayo is 58.
• Thought for today: Liberty in- the one
Aniag yoveakt have unisonlyn.give
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British And American Students-Prepare
Noisy Protest Welcome For Nixon Today
By GRAHAM HEATHCOTE
Associated Press Writer
OXFORD, England (AP) —
Unfriendly British and
American students prepared a
noisy protest welcome for
former President Nixon,
lecturing today at Oxford
University. Nixon said they'd
make him feel "very much at
home."
Leading American students
at the famed British
university said they planned
to turn out more than 500
British and American
students, including a busload
of Americans from London, to
try to keep the former
president from speaking at the
Oxford Union, the university's
151.-year-o1d debating society.
"Unless the police
physically prevent us, we plan
to cordon the Oxford ,Union
building and prevent Nixon
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
SUCH AS BACKACHE, GMING
UP NIGHTS
May warn of functional disoi
ders— "Danger Ahead " Help
nature FLUSH ludneys nd
REGULATE passage with
gaitle BUICE'TS. Feel GOOD
again or your 69e back in 12
hours NOW at Holland Drug
Co.




Following his lecture on
foreign affairs, Nixon was to
answer questions from the
audience. The 800 available
tickets were snapped up in
three hours Monday by
members of the Oxford Union.
Nixon, on his first trip to
Europe since the Watergate
scandal drove him from office
four years ago, spent the night
at Claridge's Hotel in London
and was to make the 60-mile
trip to Oxford by car. Scotland
Yard assigned a detail of
armed police to reinforce the
U.S. Secret Service guard
assigned to all ex-presidents.
There were no demon-
strations on his arrival in
London Wednesday from
Paris, where he appeared on a
television program and an-
swered telephoned questions
froni viewers.
When Nixon's visit was
announced two weeks ago,
American students in Britain
founded an organization to
oppose it. They called it
Campaign to Resist the
Effects of the Ex-President, or
CREEP,the same acronym as
Nixon's last campaign
organization, the Committee
to Reelect the President.
Paalborg, a 23-year-old
student of politics at Oxford's
Pembroke College, said
CREEP advertised,' talked
and passed out leaflets at all of
Oxford's 39 colleges to arouse
opposition to Nixon's visit.
Dennis Washburn, 24, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, said the
group sent a letter to
university officials Wed-
nesday accusing the former
president of trying to use
Oxford's prestige to make turn
an elder statesman.
Concerned Americans
Abroad, a .group of about 100
American residents or Lon-
don, called the visit -a form of
political pornography."
One of the organizers, ar-
chitectural designer Bernard
Vorhaus, 73, a former film
director in the United States,
said: -We are not against free
speech but we do oppose Nixon
having a respected British
forum after he seriously
damaged free speech in
America and brought the
executive into disrepute."
LRC Lists Session Issues
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The issues included in U. Gov.,
Thelma Stovall's call for a
special session of the General
Assembly have been




The memo reviews 11 topics
which will be addressed by the
legislato?s when the session
convenes Dec. 11.
Among the issues reviewed
in the memo are the fuel
adjustment clause, the sales
tax on utilities, property
taxes, state income taxes and
traffic fines.
Background material on
each issue is included in the
memo, along with a review of
possible legislative action and
an analysis of • the fiscal im-
pact of the action.
Little new information is
contained in the document.
It estimates the state would
lose $4.5 million if recently
increased traffic fines were
lowered to their previous
levels. -
Another finding in the report
indicates the abolition of the
fuel adjustment clause would
I:Probably lead to more
Morgan, Trevathan 81 Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA














All-purpose ft. platform hithicr
Handy










a gal. o gal.
reg. $10.99 reg. $11.99
Sittisfectioa Cuersiteed in the use of these coatings
or your purchase price will be refunded.





Come In and see our many
specials on . . .
• PAINT • PAINTING TOOLS
• SUPPLIES. . . and much more!
Stock Up NOW and SAVE!
Sole ends Dec 31
01117e Th• Sh•rww, Welharm Co.o•nv
Free *careful service. Use awn (herr, Vim, or ear eirteittled credit heist kV. Oa ether SIPIPCNIIS iiPH/ stores.
Murray.
Southside Shopping/Center
_ - 753,3. . IPS $
•
frequent hearings by the
Public Service Commission on
utility rate increases.
Removal of the sales tax on
residential utilities would cost
the state about $37.6 million in
the next fiscal year, according
to the report.
The report was compiled by
LRC staff members who will
be working with the legislative




Starting Saturday, Dec. 2
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Burger Queen and
Boone Coin Laundry







Murray & Calloway County
4 4
TV Games, Toys, Science Kits, More
The Shack Makes Santa's Work Easier!
All Items Shown are Featured on National TV.,. Hurry for Best Selection!
6 FAST-ACTION TV GAMES
Buy a nifty holiday gift now and
SAVE! Includes photo-electric
pistol, remote control, variable
ball speed Hen 6 "AA" batts or
AC adapter 60-3061
AC ADAPTER FOR 4"
MORE TV SCOREBOARD FUN!





angle l'tq 6 "AA'
baits, or AC -adapter
60- 3060












150-IN-1 ELECTRONIC PROJECT KIT
by Science Fair gl
2928 248
• mud. Otedloa, Alwyn. Inonsonti•
lows, SiosissIs Computer CD•ruots'
• 7-Solgoons•nol LED DVSs, Dlop4s,
lletsy, Nolo,
• Rog Ono DV bat! Each
• External Controls
• SW* OVo So•dor or AC Pow*,
• Sh14111,*. SW end 2 -AA- Bolts
WALKIE-TALKIES- GROWN-UP FUN
MR KIDS OF ALL AGES
Space Patrolat by Archer
Standard Spec* PO1•01 PAOC•o Spa.. POI•411
16 60 400195r
• Up SO 1.-11011. 4aa.p.
• locking Pupil -NM Dutton
• Cod. Noy Ow Norio
Cod* Coles on Front
• Rossod••• Int floltouy
.1495 Pr.so 4002
• ta to .4 AINo Ringo
• Locking; Push Tont Ration
• Bonn on Elora. Cod* Kay
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"COMPUTER-CAM" CONTROL















IIMAIGHY OVAL MUM' •
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110uAllf VG LIG CCLI
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• 6 Drop-in Cams •
Control Direction
"FIRE CHIEF" TOY HELMET







M A OIVI'STON OF TANDY CORPORATION
SMART SANTA S SHOP EARLY MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS 'Tic CHRISTMAS, Most over.,
▪ vealso avaaable at• Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 9-8 Rad.° Shick
D.e*tst /Mel(Closed Sunday . Amp* am'Lao* fbr h, ,,474L44.110










.h School's candidate for
In
ig
Kim Weatherford has been





IThe Hugh O'Brian Youth
Foundation International
Leadership Seminar corn-
- petition, according to Jerry
Ainley. principal.
The Hugh O'Brian Youth
-.Foundation promotes
leadership qualities in high_
school sophomores. The
criteria for selection consisted
vf evidence of emerging
leadership ability,
cooperation with fellow
human beings and sensitivity
to the needs of others, ability
to relate to new pursuits and
acquaintances, and the desire
to learn and share knowledge
and experience v. ah others.
'..Winter Classes Are Beginning
At Ohio Valley Christian College
Winter classes for Ohio
• Valley Christian College begin
this week at the Aurora
Christian Church. Classes
range from the study of the
Old Testament to the Book of
Acts and from religious
• drama to church journalism.
Regular full-tune classes
will not begin at the campus,
now under construction west
of Aurora on Highway 80, until
the fall of 1979. Those wishing
more information may call the
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37 Mesh 49 Farm animal
38 Metaphors 50 Yellow
bird 42 Teutonic ocher
27 Wine drink deity 52 Network
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Come by Murray Lumber Company
Thursday afternoon Dec. 1„ between
1:00 & 5:00 for a FREE clinic on usage
and application of Marlite Products.
BRAND PDXITE BRIcK PANELS.
EASIER TO-INSTALL THAN SINGLE
BRICKS. AS BEAUTIFUL AS
THE REAL THING!
Marlite bock' comes in panels You'll hang
them CIAlekly, easily The/re 60% crushed
limestone for natural color and texture, strength
ono durability. Use them between cupboards
and countertops in the kitchen, above the -
stove, behind a fireplace. as an accent wall





Yes you can almost smell the orange blossoms with.
this nifty 1976 Fleetwing, 16 ft. family travel trailer.
Absolutely like new, used 4 or 5 times.
Replacement cost $2,800 plus
Buy now off season for only$1750.
air conditioned, cook, eat and sleep
(sleeps 6)
Houseboat trade-in
See Don Sic( lure m (.'as On Sit lure
Happy Holiday
Travel Inc.
Panorama Shores on Its.. take
Take 94 fast out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on
280. Follow 280 for 7 miles past Borner's Grin PIN
Take- hlar ktop into Panorama to first stop sign, turn
right then left and you have arrived.
Telephone 416-1481
If no answer phone -11-4er
Weatherford will now
compete with other high
-school representatives from
Kentucky. One -boy and girl
from the state will be chosen




Incentive System on April 21-
28, sponsored by Hligh
O'Brian Youth Foundation
and coordinated by Emory
University in Atlanta.
A "Blue Ribbon" committee
composed of 53 nationally
recognized leaders will select
the candidates at the state
level. Mamie Doud
Eisenhower is honorary
• dietitian of the National
Selection Committee and
Norman Cousins, former
editor of the Saturday Review,
is its chairman. Those chosen
to participate in the Inter-
national Leadership Seminar
will interact with top 10th
graders from every state in
the nation and 12 other
countries and with eminent
leaders in business, gover-
nment, education and the
professions.
CoastGuard Auxiliary Elects Officers For Year
At the recent Coast Guard
Auxiliary Conference held in
Nashville, Tenn., Robert E.
Johnson was elected president
of the Past Captain's
Association for the Second
Southern Region. The district
includes divisions in Ken-
tucky, Indiana, Tennessee,
and Alabama.
Elected fur a two year term,
Johnson will serve as a voting
member of the district board.
He was also reappointed to the
Commodore's staff as District
-Finance Officer, a position he
has held for the past year.
Shirley T. Johnson also
attended the conference as
Division Captain representing
all flotillas in' western Ken-
Strong tWiaies Jolt Mexico City
MEXICO CITY ( AP) — Six
strong etrthquakes and af-
tershocks jolted the capital
and much of southern Mexico
on Wednesday, causing
property damage, injuries and
panic from the Atlantic to the
Pacific. But officials said
there were no confirmed
reports of deaths.
tucky. Shirley has been
reelocted_to serve again in this
capacity as a member of the




attend and partwipate in
workshops. Boatifig safety
programs, new regulations in
boating law requirements as
Six Dead
Officials said possibly 600
persons were treated for in-
juries or 'shock and some
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Check Uncle Jeff's all new Sporting Goods Department for the lowest prices anywhere on
guns, ammunition, hunting clothes, archery accessories and bows, athletic equipment, down
jackets, vests, insulated WALLS camouflage coveralls in colors, bright orange, o.d. and
blue.
—111
• Kentucky Pistol Kit
linfercussion Model KA-709••
v 
' Ii .,; ;
al •• rifled barrel



































• Weaver Side Mount
Complete With K2:5 Dual X Scope
For 1100/870
' 95Shotguns .169 
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Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,
at regular bank rotes, with approved credit.
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10 inch, 2 h. p.
Reg. $179.95
Prices Also Reduced








tight to medium duty, 3 log
stead for trees up to 31/1"






























with tadt Mai proof, cool tip, swivel tmogie free




















Christmas tree decorations 21/2"
pack .4 11, choice of whit*. green,
































--- Five Piece Sets
Ensembles
Now20%









Compact pistol grip dryer. ft's the kind















with S slaving. air-
fridges, Christens
$11P.
Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,







































































Powerful jets of water flush away debris from
beneath gem- tine where tiaith-troAtteecan't
reach
Deluxe Model No. 27
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Deaths And Funerals
Carl A. Davis Dies Wednesday
•••••
. _ Carl A.. LNivi.s. 809 Hurt St..
• Murray, died at 2 p.m.
Wednesday 'at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 87 years of age
Davis was. born in
MissiSsippi on May 23, 1891,
the son of the law Jay T. Davis
and Tabaha Jane Butler
Davis. His wife, Mrs. Mamie
Houston Davis, preceded turn
in death on Oct. 24, 1977. He
was a retired carpenter and
had made his home in Murray.
for the past six years. He was
a member of the First United




I Lucile ) Outland, Route 5,
Murray, and Mrs. La Vern







Ptudential has special life
insurance plans designed
-tor you. You can gel.
higher amounts of
permanent life insurance
protection right from the
beginning, with lower
premiums in the early
years while you are
getting started in your
career You can choose





talk to someone from
that Rock. Talk to:
Geefte lette04+ -
- The Hartland 8Id9.
304 Pi. 4th St.
753 8170
Ptudenfral
tie - iteir Ais). *re
The Prudential insurance C.orndany
ef ASPIRCII
Cr ,10/1ill Office Newark New krsay
•
one son, Paul L. Davis of
Oklahoma City. Two sisters,
Mrs. Jeannette Felker of
Baton Rouge, La., and Mrs.




The funeral will be at 1 p.m.
Saturday at the Waters
Funeral Home in Baldwin.
Burial will be in Prentiss
Memorial Gardens in Bald-
win Friends may call until 9
p.m. today' at the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Herne after




Funeral services were held
at 2 p.m. today for Raymond
(Hay) Sinclair in the chapel of
tbej 1T.' Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos officiating. Burial was
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Frank
--toberts, Henry Hcaton, Ed.•
Chrisman, Porter Farley, W.
B. McCuiston and Jack
Shroat.
Sinclair, 57, a retired retail
salesman for the Ryan Milk
Co., died Tuesday night at the
Murray-Calloway • County
Hospital. He was a resident of
Route 8.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Sarah Farley Sinclair;
two sons, David Sinclair,
Murray, and Kenneth Sin-
clair, Phoenix, Ariz.; one
brother, Thomas Sinclair,




Mrs. Evin Allen of 206 South
15th St., Murray, died at 5
p.m. Wednesday at Vanderbilt
Hospital in Nashville.
She was 63 years of age and
was born May: 24, 1915, to the
late Thomas C. Barrow and
Mary Elizabeth Hicks Barrow
in Stewart County, Tenn. She,
was a member of the Grace
Baptist Church. .
Survivors include a
daughter, Mrs. Bob Barbara )
Crane of Poplar Bluff, Mo.;
'three sisters, Mrs. Carl
Elnora ) Vinson,. Clarksville,
Tenn., Mrs. Haven Veros,
Murray, and Mrs. L. E.
Mary ) Outland, Route 1,
Stella; two stepsisters, Mrs.
Birdie Garland, Illinois, and
Mrs. OtieMcDougal, Murray;
two brothers, Thomas Barrew
and Glen Barrow, both of
Detroit; and two stepbrothers,
Jack Compton, Dover, Term.,
and Bernard --Compton,
Granite City, Ill.
The feral will be at 2 p.m.
gaturday at the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. -.I,- Burpoe officiating.
Burial will be in the West Fork
Cemetery. Friends may call




Leon G. Buckingham, 314
Aden St. Paris, Term., died at
2:30 a.m. today at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, He
was66 years of a#e. --
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Kate Carraway
Buckingham; two sons,
Ronald P. Buckingham, St.
Petersburg, Fla., and Rodger
A. thirkaigham of Gurnee,
Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Burma
Fulton, Murray, and Mrs.
Ruby Forrester, Hazel; one
brother, Terry Buckingham,
Hazel; five grandchildren;
and several nieces and
nephews.
A sister, Mrs. Mary Swor,
and two brothers, Roy and
John Buckuigharn, preceded
hart in death..
The funeral will be at 11
a.m. Saturday at the Holy
(toss Catholic Church' In, —
Paris. Burial will be - in
Hillcrest Cemetery. Friends
may call at McEvoy Funeral
Home after 11 a.m. Friday.
y3
Mrs. Robbie Hetiel
Dies In Hebron, Ky.
Mrs. Robbie Ray Hetzel of,
Hebron died Wednesday night
at the Northern Baptist
Nursing Horne in Newport.
She was 81 years of age.
Survivors, in addition to
four daughters and three sons,
are two sisters, Mrs. Stella
Futrell, Murray, and Mr. Fred
(Mary) Goodman, Buffalo, N.
Y., and one brother, George
Shoemaker, Murray.





William C. Taylor Jr. of
Detroit died Sunday in a car
accident there. He was 34
years of age.
Surviving him are his wife,
Mrs. Sharon Cunningham
Taylor; a ion, William C.
Taylor III; and his father-in-
law, H. L. Cunningham of'
Murray.
There will be a memorial
service at 4 p.m. Friday at St.
John Baptist Church. Funeral
and burial were in Detroit. -
Mrs. McDowell To
Speak To Nurses
• Mrs. Doris' McDowell,
Executive Director— of the
Kentucky Board of Nursing;
Louisville, ,will speak on
Monday, Dec. 4, at 7-.30 p.m. in
the Mason Hall, Nursing
,,Auditorium, Murray State
University.
Her topic will be on, "New
Nurse Practice Law."
All R.N.'s and L.P.N.'s in









EARTH STATION INSTALLED, TESTED—Murray Cablevision technicians have com-
pleted installation and testing of a new satellite earth station here that will be utilized
in the reception of Home Boy Office, a new service Mal begins tomorrow (Dec. 1) with
a free ten-day preview for cable subscribers. These photos show the beginning of the
installation of the earth station ann inspection following th'e completion of the job.
Cable Station _Ready Tole
Murray Cablevision com-
pleted successful testing of it's
satellite reception facility
here today. The new satellite
earth station will receive
Home Box Office first run
movies, nightclub acts and
closed-circuit sports for
presentation on Cablevision's




FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll says he
plans tocall a special election
Jan: 9 to fill the anticipated
vacancy•in the 12th senatorial
district in Lexington.__
The vacancy will be created
when Republican - state Sen.
Larry Hopkins resigns. 'He has
been elected to-Congress and
will take office in Washington
Jaw 3. -
Carroll, a Democrat, said
Wednesday that he cannot
issue the writ ef election until
he receives Hopkins'
resignation. He said the Jan. 9
date is the earliest practical
time for the election.,
A special legislative session
begins Dec. 11 and Hopkins, in
a letter to the governorz had
offered to resign if a special
election was called early.
Dr;IIiam Mullins
To Speak Sunday
Those attending church at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist will hear pastor pr.
William , P. Mullins Jr. speak
Sunday on. "When God Says
• Worship service begins at
10:45 a.m. that day with the
lighting of an Advent wreath.
The pastor is expected to
center his sermon around
--Luke 22:39-42.
The choir, directed by Mrs.
L.D. Cook, will sing
"Beautiful Star of
- Bethlehem." Mrs.- Mavis
McCamish and Mrs. Ruth Hill
will prepare communion.
The evening worship at the
church begins at 6:30 p.m.
Church members are con-
tinuing their study of the Book
of Revelations.
In order to accommodate




television station WTVF, a
CBS affiliate,- was changed
from cablevision channel 5 to
channel 3.
Tom Legan, cablevision
regional manager, said a free
ten-day preview of HBO
service will begin Dec. 1 on
--cable channel /3 for all
Murray Cablevision sub-
scribers. Beginning Dec. 11,
HBO will be seen only on
Chemistry Club
Selling 1-Shirts
The Chemistry Club of the
department of chemiltry at
Murray State University is,
selling academic T-shirts.
Those Wishing more in-
formation may call 762-2587 or





Church, located on Penny
Road, will sponsor a singing at
the church Saturday night,
according to a spokesman.
Featured in the singing,
-which begins at 7 p.m., will be
the "Century Singers" from
Marshall County.
Channel 5 for those sub-
scribers who have chosen to
add Horne Box Office to their
cablevision service.
Legan reported that the new
programming is strictly op-
tional and will cost sub-
scribers desiring Home Box
Office $6.95 per month. He
expects the new service to be
very popular and state that
premium programming is
having a very major impact




Federal-State Market News Service
November 30, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 710 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts .25.- .75 lower Sows mostly steady
•US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . $48.01340.2S
.US2 200-240 lbs..... ...... $47.75-48.00
US 2-3 240-250 lbs. : ... $46.75-47.75
so US 2-4 260-2110 lbs. ..... 845.75-46.75
Sows
 $ 3 5  6 . 0 0 - " 73 6 . 0OW




US 2-3 300400 
LAKE DATA$34.75.00
_Roars 30.00-33.00
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.6,
down 0.1.
Below dam 301.6, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 354.6,
down 0.1.
Below darn 307.3, up 0.2.
Sunset 4:41. Sunrise 6:48.
DANGEROUS DISEASE
SOUTHALL, Englana (AP)
— Thomas Robson, 65, an
engineer who died in a
Rev. Billy Gallimore Is  hospital after returning from
• pastor •• • of the churcti. Nigeiia,- was ordered
Everyone is welcome. cremated in sebret with his
family banned from the
Stock Market
_ - - -
Prices of store of local interest at
noon. EDT today. furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.






Ashland Oil •  434 +%
American Telephone 0014 +1.4
Bonanza- • - • 4 /134.A
Chrysler 914 uric
Ford Motor 40% -3/4
G.A  F  12 +94
General Care 111413 1164A
General Dynamics 7314 +4
General Motors 54% +14
General Tire.. . ....  24% +1.
Goodrich 17% uric
Hardees  II -%
Heublein 284 unc
IBM ?. 28514 -IS
Pennwalt 3354 -HS_
Quaker Oats. .a• 22% -Ca..,
'Tappan 8% .14.
22 A.Wal-Mart - 4
Wendys 211411 224A
•Litton Microwave Oven





•K i t ch en
Accessories
ceremony.
Robson died-of lama fever, a
disease so dangerous that





Program At Church Here
Dr. Roger N:' Carstensen
national president of the
Institute for Biblical Renewal,
will be the leader for the Feast
of the Scriptures to be held
Dec. 3-5 at the First Christian
Church,
The aim of this program is
to help Christians become
familiar with basic in-
formation about the Bible;,
how to study the Bible and to
motivate them to .faithful
Bible reading.
Dr. Carstensen will speak at
the church school hour and
morning worship service on
Sunday. He will lead studies
from 1;30-3:15 p.m. and 6-8
p.m. Sunday. "Morning
Breakfast Bible Questions"
will be from 7-8 a.m. Monday
and Tuesday and services will
be from. 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday. A 24-
hour prayer vigil will kick off
the event at-7 a.m. Saturday.
Dr.- Carstensen reCeived a
B.A. - from Northwest
Christian College in Eugene,
Oregon, a M.A. from the
University of Oregon, a B.D.
from Phillips University and a
Ph.D. from Vanderbilt. He has
Dr. Roger Carstensen
taught at Northwest Christian
College and at Phillips
University and until recently
was president of the Christian
College of Georgia.
He is the author of many
articles and two books,-Job:
Defense of Honor" and
"Jonah."
The nursery will be
available for all sessions, but
advance notice is required.
II Corrections & Amplifications ii
WTVF, Channel 5 in Nashville, has notified Murray High
School that the "Spotlight On Schools" program which will
feature the local school will be aired at 10:30 a.m. Saturday,
Dec. 16, instead of 1 p.m. as was stated in yesterday's edition.
Channel 5 officials said the change was because of a special
CBS presentation that will air that afternoon.
The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any error!
in fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
for clarification please call 753-1918
MEDICINES AND DRIVING
DON'T ALWAYS MIX
Consult your physician about the side effects of any
medicine prescribed for you. They may aged your
driving ability. Even certain commonly used drugs
like antihistamines, cold tablets and sedatives may
dull your reflexes or lessen coordination.
Avoid alcoholic drinkj while taking medication.
The double impact may dangerously affect driving
skill. Do not ever take sleeping pills the night before a
trip. Their effect may handicap you the next morning.
"A GREAT MANY PEOPLE ENTRUST US
with their prescriptions, health needs and other
pharmacy. products. We consider this trust
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1400111tRi1011111po.., • 4,4141.80.  41
When you realize what It's worth,
there's no place like home.
Your home's worth money to
you. Big money. And you can get it




so does your equity
And the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow from us in a
large Homeowner Loan.
With the cost of homes going
up and up, chances are your equity
is a lot more than you realize. And
'you're probably good for a mucdi.
larger loan than you imagine.
If it's big money you're after,
remember:
There's no place like home.
And there's no place like our place
to get your large loan.
Just give us a call. icgiay.
limouM 4.nthe tot.' 1/1Pa v orwrnt 1,, Pe, ha, plu,u APR.
$2,500 $ 73 17 4$ $3,512.16 17 80%
$3,000 $ 87.63 48 84,206.24 17 69%
$3,600 $ 90 41 AO 85.4 24 60 1110%-
$4,000 0103.23 60 $6,193 AO 1876%
• wt../ Per v.rilader
In'Bel-Air Cr
Phone 753-5573
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Page 9-A Thursdo* November 30, 1978
Harvey McNeal is defensed by Tennessee Wesleyan's Ed Taylor during Murray State's 81-70 loss
that opened its season last Monday night. In background is Doug Armstrong (12) and Murray's
John Randall. The Racers travel to Kansas to face the Jayhawks, ranked fourth in the nation,
Saturday. Staff photo by Tony Wilson
SPECIAL
Bring this Ad to T.L.O.P. for a $20.00-discount on
any portable electriElypewriter.
SEE IT AT TWIN LAKES
TRY IT AT TWIN LAKES

















These days it makes
more sense than ever
to look for value in
everything:
For years, you've seen and
heard advertising about Allstate.
And now "Good Hands" insurance
and financial services are available
right here at our agency.
We offer you Allstate's full line
of top-quality protectionfor your life,
your health, your home, your car, and
business, too. Whatever you need in
insurance and financial services,
check With us first.
So we invite you to call or come
in, and compare.
Allstate Insurance Company
Allstate Lufe Insurance Company
Allstate Enterprises Inc and Subsidiarte.
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Murray State Game Revives Football Memories
Last Monday's Murray State
basketball game with Tennessee
Wesleyan that opened the Racers'
season bore some interesting
relationships with the recently-ended
Murray football campaign.
It was ,the first game as a Racer
head coach for Ran Greene, who left
Migeiesippi State after one season, as
it had been for Mike Gottfried, an
assistant at Arizona State last year, •
as football coach in early September.
Both men in their respective sports
lost ienë 111- 70; -Gottfried, 24-21
to Southeast Missouri — to teams
that were considered underdogs. And
in post-game statements, both felt it
was one of the hardest losses to take
they had ever experienced.
It remains to be seen if basketball
attendance figures will be any higher
than in the past four seasons, in
which Murray fans have endured
three losing campaigns. "I think our
fans supported us well, but we let
them down," said Greene, after
Wesleyan, an NAIA school with an
enrollment of only 400, rallied to win
going away.
Gottfried, too, speculated after the
Southeast Missouri game almost
three months ago that the fans might
get "down" on the team since it lost
its first game. It's a good bet that,
Judging by recent seasons, Stewart
Stadium would never have been filled
to capacity if the football team had
enjoyed a 7-4 year instead of its 4-7
. one. Even when Murray went 9-2 In
1974, there were always plenty of
empty seats.
In the traditional last football game
this year against Western Kentucky
— a season in itself — only an
estimated crowd of 9,500 turned out to
see Western Win 13-6 and assure its
Ohio Valley Conference title.
The biggest ' home crowd of the
:season came in the homecoming
game against East Tennessee —
13,8110 — still 3,000 below capacity.
Fans couldn't blame a losing year for
not attending that one. At the time,
the Racers were 3-3 and in the
process of winning their third
straight game.
vi 4,900 saw Murray lose last Monday,
600 or so below the capacity of the
Sports Arena. If a Saturday night, a
new coach renowned for winning and
a season fresh with promise won't fill
a fieldhouse, what will?
Greene may have had the answer
when speaking to a group at Murray
State's Press Day recently. "I think
the students are apathetic about
basketball here," he said-, "and that
can only be corrected by winning.
Winning builds tradition."
Howard Cosell is at it again, and
this time he's degrading his own
profession — the media.
-Sports • are the single most
corrupting influence in American
society," Cosell told a group at a
Southern Newspapers Association
convention in Boca Raton, Fla.,
earlier this month: Sports have
gotten this way, he said, because both
televison and newspapers have failed




Cosell felt that there is a "sports
syndrome" existing in American
today, and listed four ideas he
believes are misnomers:
— that the game is sanctified and
holy
— that winning is everything
— that all athletes are heroes
— that sport is camelot
Cosell also critized the hiring of
former athletes as sports broad-
casters.
"There are two professions where- —
you can start at the top without the
proper education and experience,"
Cosell said. -One is prostitution, the
other is sportscasting."
Every golfer — duffer or otherwise
— is aware of the "hot" balls on the
market. They are the kind that will ,
travel further than legal golf balls,
which are sanctioned by the United
State Golfers' Assocation.
Even so, these hot balls are
commonplace and hard to distinguish
from legitimate ones, says Popular
Mechanics in its December issue. A
golf ball spins upon being hit, and
win results in distance. Hot balls, the
article says, are made with more of
their mass farther froin center than
is conventional. This enables the ball
to gather more spin in flight and
results in longer distance and rolls.
Golf balls are also available that
will produce a predictable hook or
slice. Because of the aerodynamic
advantage of a roughened surface,
golf balls are always dimpled. The
maker of the hooking or slicing ball
arranges several rows of deeper
dimples around it to create an axis
that gives corrective action as the
ball flies through the air.
Which brings to mind a creed for
the users of these balls: smile, but
don't show your dimples.





two years ago. A blown spark
plug here and there. An
ignition problem. Then last
week the transmission went
when it was decided Pete Rosé
was expendable. Now — like
an electric bolt — they fire the
best chauffeur they've ever
had, SpIrky Anderson. •
So what happens, next to.
what once was the most potent
vehicle in baseball? If you ask
us, the junk heap:- It is in-
conceivable that the old baggy
can stand .all these repeated
shocks.




Coaches and officials from Calloway County, Murray,
Hickman County and Felton 'County high schools imet in
Murray last night for the drawing of the Calloway County
Invitational Tournament to be held at Jeffrey gymnasium
Dec. 14-16. -
The girls game, to belin at 6:30 p.m:, will-be-first each
night. The second.game will- start 20 minutes aftestt :w-
imps begin.
Only general admission tickets will be available. Prices
are $2 and $1 (students).-Pairingsare-as fat uv.s.
Thursday, Dec. 14
Murray High girls vs Fulton County
Murray High boys vs Hickman County
Friday
Hickman Co. girls vs Calloway County





A number of smart shoppers are taking ad-
vantage of our off season buying. Maybe you too would
like to check on some off season bargains, especially on
some of your major recreational expenditures.
We have some real good prices on both new and used
houseboats. Our fall sales have been the best ever.
.Seriously, now is the time to get a better price on your.
next year's family boating needs.
have hoiisebeats in stock reedy for im-
mediate delivery from $1750 up
We have some fishing boats from $150.60 up.
We have some absolutely like new runabouts,
both sterndrive and outboard that will pay
you to look over.
Panorama Shores on Kv. take
Take 94 last out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn rieht on
280. follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery.
take blac ktop into Panorama to first stop sign. turn
right then left and you have arrived.
Telephone 416-5483
Ii no answer phone -;1-48 r
•
after an astonishing nine-year
record of five divisional titles,
four National League pen-
nants and two world cham-
pionships is the cruncher.
Sparky was a lot of spit and
polish but nobody ever denied
he was all class. He is a living
contradictidn of fiesty Leo
Durocher's diamond proverb
that "nice guys finish last."
Truth is Sparky, in his whole
managerial career dating
back to the minors in 1964,
never finished last. Always in
the higher ozone where the air
is pure — mostly first or
second, only once as low as
fourth in the majors, eclipsing
the record of the Reds'
legendary Deacon Bill
McKechnie in the late 1930s
and 1940s.
He proved himself a superb
leader. He did it without
bombast and braggadocio.
Tony Perez was traded to
Montreal, creating the first
break in the team's perfect
chemistry. The Reds lost Don
Gullett and traded Rawly
Eastwick from an already
wheel to Dick Wagner, known
as a tough, authoritarian and
unsentimental administrator.
One of Wagner's first moves
was to shut off negotiations
aimed at keeping Rose in
Cincinnati.
It was an often ailing,,pit-
ching-poor and unsettled team
that Sparky took to the post
this past season. Yet the Reds
managed to make a respec-
table race of it, finishing 21-2
lengths back of the winning
LA Dodgers.
starved pitching staff. Then a,. If there must be a
year ago Howsam stepped.' scapegoat, take a peek in the
aside and yielded the Reds' front office •
Give your little trucker!
his owmig for only
At over two feet long, this realistic toy replica of a big 18 wheel
NAPA tractor/trailer. rig will make a hit under your tree
on Christmas morning. It's a $17.99 value, but right now you
can pick it up at your local .NAPA store for only $11.95.
....This NAPA over-tbe-road replica is built of sturdy steel and •
is equipped with a sleeper compartment, simulated chrome
horns, lights and exhaust stack. It even features simulated C-B
antennas and a roll-up rear door. Plus, its hemmed safety-play
edges and non-toxic finish make itan ideal gift.
Imagine the look on your little trucker's face when you give





INAPO we help keep America moving
Master Charge
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Marquette Survives Scare
To Whip Belmont Abbey
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Its an old policy at
Marquette, "thanks to Al
. McGuire: open with a "soft-
touch' game to get the season
But for a while there
Wednesday night, Belmont
Abbey wasn't playing the kind
role that Marquette ex-
pected.
The little school from North
Carolina was giving the
nation's 17th-ranked team big
trouble. But then a halftime
talk gy Warrior Coach Hank
Raymonds straialitened
things out and Marquette went
l'on to a 70-56 victory over the
-.upstart visitors.
••I "didn't say too much,
• really," said Raymonds.
"There was no yelling and
creaming. There was no need'
...for it. I just told them to try
knd be patient.
"I saw a lot of things good
- and a lot of things wrong. -I
saw the lanes filled real well
and I saw some quickness. I
didn't see much reaction, but I
7; did see things that were
h"orrectable."
Another thing that
ymonds saw was a poor
:!shooting percentage. The
"...ccWarriors sank only 27 percent
-;:of. their shots in the first half
:and as a result went into the
dressing room trailing 30-26 at
intermission. They were
-tioundly booed by the fans in
tfillifwaukee.
•-We've got yoUng kids
afraid to assert themselves,"
said Raymonds, who saw a
better second half as the
Warriors connected on 53
*cent of their shots and took
t ontrol with the help of 10
steals.
"We'll get going," said
Rarrionds. "I'm not con-
cerned about it. I know we're




place of residen.ce for many
years before he went on to a





its Itason with a rousing 91-68
victory over Fatrieigh
Dickinson, No. 9 Syracuse
blasted North Carolina A&T
102-77, No. a Texas whipped
Arkansas State 68-54, No. 14
North Carolina made its debut
by whipping Northwestern 97-
67 and No. 16 Rutgers tripped
Columbia 70-63 in its opener.
Bernard Toone scored 18 of
his 30 points in the second half
to spark Marquette. Belmont
Abbey led 40-38 with 12:15 to
play, but Marquette's Oliver
Lee tied the game with two
free throws. Toone stole the
ensuing mbounds pass and
scored to give the Warriors a
lead they never lost. Toone
later hit 10 more points in one
stretch to give Marquette a 62-
50 lead with 5:10 to play.
Darnell Valentine and Tony
Guy combined for 30 points to
lead Kansas over Fairleigh
Dickinson. Valentine scored 12
of his 16 points in the first half
as the Jayhawks raced to a 51-
27 advantage with the help of
13 Fairleigh Dickinson tur-
novers. Guy, making his
college debut, added 14 as the
Jayhawks expanded their lead
to as much as 33 points later in
the game.
Dale Shackleford scered 25
points and Hal Cohen added 15
to power Syracuse over North
Carolina A&T. Roosevelt
Bowe also had 13 points for the
Orangemen, whose balanced
attack offset a 26-point per-
formance by the Aggies'
JamesSparrow.
North Carolina A&T Coach
Gene lAttles was not only
disatisfied with the final score
but with the officials as well.
-We got discouraged
because of the officials," he
said. "They didn't let us play
like we can play. Chances are
I'll never come back here to
Manley Field House in
Syracuse) because I'll have to
come back with five All-
Americas to win "
College Basketball
The Aggies were called for
'27 personal fouls as Syracuse
outscored the visitors M-11
from the foul line.
Ron Baxter scored 17 of his
19 points in the second half to
help Texas come from behind
against Arkansas State. The
heavily-favored Longhorns
were losing by 40-36 at the half
before rallying behind their
burly forward.
"We just weren't playing
with any enthusiasm in the
first half but we came back
out the second half and played
good defense," said Texas
Coach Abe Lemons. "That
was the difference. The first
half we were standing around,
not doing anything.'
Mike O'Koren scored 25
points, reserve Al Wood added
19 and John Virgil had 14 to
pace North Carolina's
conquest of Northwestern.
The Tar Heels never trailed in
their season opener
Rodney Duncan led a 10-2
burst midway through the
second had to pace Rutgers
over Columbia. Duncan
scored once, then stole the ball'
.and assisted on another basket
as the Scarlet Knights moved
into a 49-44 lead they never
lost.
In other college basketball
action, Tom Young scored 15
points and grabbed 11
rebounds 'to lead Princeton
over Wagner 8Z-66; a 28-point
performance by Nick Galis led
Seton 'Hall over Merrimack
109-58; Jerry Scott and Rich
Hunger each scored a free
throw in the closing seconds to
lift Providence over
Assumption 68-66; Mican
Blunt's 17 points paced Tulane
over SMU 80-64; Kurt
Kanaskie's two free throws
with 10 seconds left gave La
Salle a 77-76 decision over
stubborn Bucknell and Penn
edged Virginia 80-78 as Tony
Price scored 29 points.
Also, - St. Louis upset
Southern Illinois 81-75 as
Kelvin Henderson scored six
points in overtime; Steve
Kuhn's 21 points led Penn
State over Delaware 60-47;
Oral Roberts trimmed Kansas
State 61-55 behind Calvin
Garrett's 23 - points; Jerry
Sichting connected for 24
points to lead Purdue over
Xavier of Ohio 66-58.
Stamper's 23 Points Lead
Eagles Past Wesleyan
By the Asseeiated Press
MOREHEAD — Morehead
State hat evened its record at
1-1 with a 77-65 college
basketball victory over
Tennessee Wesleyan.
Guard Herbie Stamper hit
eight free throws in the final
Sports Upcoming
Today
Murray State women's basketball ( 1-1 vs East Ten-
nessee; Johnson City, Tenn.
Calloway County' girls basketball 3-0i vs Fulton City;.
Jeffrey Gymnasium. •
Murray High Tiger football banquet; Colonial House
_Smorgasbord. 6-30  4.5345 public invited; featured
spealter: NitnityTtate II coach-Nike GOttfried. -
Murray State Intercollegiate Rodeo; today through
Saturday; Exposition Center, 7:30 p.m.; admission
adults t3 • students, $2; children under 12$1.  __ —
Junior High basketball (boys, girls games) =Murray
Middle at Mayfield, 6:30 p.m.;_klickman Middle at South-
....west Calloway. 6:30 p.m_ .
Registration for Murray-Calloway County Parks Dept.
Youth Basketball; for boys, girls in grades 4 through 8:
registrations runs through Monday; entry forms
available at Parks Office, 10th & Payne streets; 'more
information, 753-7640.
Friday
Murray High boys vs Tilghmaii: Wane preliminary, 6
p.m.
Calloway County boys vs Ballard Memorial, LaCenter,
Ky.
Saturday
Murray State men vs Kansas: Lawrence, Kan.
Murray State women vs Louisville at Louisville
4 • Sunday
Calloway County Athletic Booster Club, December
meeting; 2 p.m., high school cafeteria.
Monday
Murray High girls basketball (0-01 vs Fulton County,
home, preliminary, 6 p.m.
four minutes, and got 15 of his
23 points from the foul line to
aid the Eagles' effort Wed-
nesday night.
After 10 ties in the first half
and a slim 33-31 edge at
halftime, Morehead pulled
away to 62-50 with about seven
minutes remaining. The
Eagles' advantage was
trimmed to 64-59 two minutes
later, but Wesleyan could not
close the gap.
Norris Beckley added 10 for
Morehead while Ed Taylor
took game honors with 25 for
Wesleyan, which slipped to 4-
4, and Carl Shivers had 13.
win over Cumberland College.
Cumberland held a 45-42
halftime lead, • but Kentucky
-, State came on strong in the
second half, going ahead to
stay at 70-69 with 12 minutes
left.
Cumberland, 4-3, was led by
Larry Gorman's 21 points
Kentucky State evened
record at 1-1.
Centre put five players in
double figures. led by guard
Joe Sandy's 17 points, to
defeat Ohio Dominican 73-57.
Leading 36-34 at halftime,
Centre pulled away in the last
five minutes of the game to
better its record to 2-0. Ohio
In other games involving Dominican, 0-2, was led by
Kentucky schools, forward Chuck Lowendick's 12 points.
'-215."1.414410b7-191"Ore&V pennes-77- In another game Wednesday
and Bruce • Coles added 19 .as night, -Northern Kentucky
Kentucky State posted a 93-83 defeated Campbellsville 84-72.
Wednesday's Basketball
By lie Assoneed Press
Se MIN Senn
Gdelsgains
Aementiten 80 Albertan 35
Anon 1111 Boning Green 47
Awns 0 Menne Co 0
',dry 72 Phelps n
"rime SO Norte, 46
Boys
43,n:tenon Co 58 Apollo 4.6
*Henn Co 79 Bourbon co 54
Scott Co 73 Montgomery co 43
reneges
FAST
91 Renseeieer Poly 68
lS ilimineport
Salle 77, Reclined 76
VseetlitiLUthh: le 4mPtar 111), Vassailir 58
:Idateacilemeotta 71, liarverd 05
EVeit Poly OIL N J Tech 64N, Virginea 780N. Delaware 47
-;1914tsleargb MR, Itio Greene 62
At al, Vermont 97 
Wispier 66 
=ewe la Assumption N70. Columbia 63
Rammenture 10 Rteubenvilk 56
lN Men. Pa no At Michaers 52
Jangiles. Pa Rider 58
"Sonn.j is, Merrimack el
Alan Brook 111, Queens Coll 84
Z.Tritirtia 0, William and Mary 30102. North Carolina A&T 77
904.111
Antenna N. Ratter Peay 64
wissousommet mg, tannin& Elly
Na 6419. Arrastraig lk 16 .
The North Calloway takers, winners of the recent Calloway County Elementary Jamboree and 1-0 on the season, are, front row
from left: managers John Mork Potts and Maxie Puckett; Bruce Lamb, Russell Usher, Mork Willie, Rob Anderson, Mork Thorn,
Jimmy Parrish manager Alan McClord and scorekeeper Brad Haley. Back row are manager John Mark Roberts, Bobby Jones,
Steve Young, Keith Lovett, Bryan Tebbetts, Ricky Wcitson, Todd Albritton, Van Bucy, Darren Paschall and coach John Gingles.
The North t alloway basketball cheerleaders are, front row from left: laleanna Thornton, Lisa Hale and Lisa Wilson. In back are
Mylinda Mitchell, Tracy Beach, Lisa Cunningham, Sheinna Noonan and Cindy Hughes.
Murray Women Hit The Road
MSU Information
Murray State women's
basketball coach Jean Smith
hopes to see improvement in
her squad's' rebounding and
free throw shooting as the
Racers face road competition
tQrin 9.t_Ealt Tennessge • 
Bout Tonight is Critical y.tonight and LouisvilleSaturda 
Murray is 1-1 after trading
For Bobick Comeback home victories with Van-
Hampden-Sydney 17, Wash & Le• 70
Jankswevilt tl. Augusta
Louisiana Tech 77. Col 0 the ()tarts M
McNeese 91, Art arrea-Little Rock In
Morehead Rt 77. Tennossia Wee
Darnmeon 11 George Mason 76
Richmond 97, Atlantic awls
South Plaice 91, Rekord 71
Southern 1111. ?Sayler, La .0
Liouialana 73, Nevada-Rano 71
Tense N. Southern Methodist 64
V191 IS, Radford N
MIMS=
Ball St III, Indiana Central
Cleveland St 58. E Michigan 56
Detroit 64, No Michigan 112,
f Hines ID, Mo -Rt toes 19
Kansas 51, Fanieigh Dicklruinn N
Marquette 71, Belmont Abbey M
Miami, Ohio N. Matingen
North Carolina 97, Northwestern 6.7
Oval Roberts 61, ILanses !it 18
Purdue N. Xavier. Ohio 51
St Ion 81, So Minds 73, OT
western 94kiligne n, Valperalso N
I A Mar $4, Texas Roothone 72
NW Oklahoma IS Phillips 70
Rice IS. Texas Lutheran N
Texas It Arkansas dt. 54
Texas-Arlington ,p, TM, 71
Tempel aro W. Midwestern 83
Texas Tech NO No Montano 54
Notteal Bosketball Amenes
Indians 19), New Vet le,
PldlettegliN 111. Nitard,i14, C11
•—,31111111~1111141BN~190----
Reettis 121. New larger 111
,
By the Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS —
Tonight's Duane Bobick fight
against Terry Mims of
Cleveland is a critical one in
Bobick's dream of winning the
world heavyweight cham-
pionship in 1979, his rilbnager
said Wednesday.
"I've been told by a member
of the WBA World Boxing
Ity
Association) rating com-
mittee that if we beat Mims,
Duane will be advanced to
fifth in the ratings."
"We're even closer to a
championship bout than we
were a month ago," he said.
"Our 'discussions with Don
Kihg and Bob Arum ( boxing
promoters have intensified.
Used Car Buyi
derbilt. The Racers downed
Vandy 81-66 at the Sports
Arena while the Commodores
took the rernatclt.in Nashville
76-73.
Smith pointed to the fact
that her squad connected on
just 23 of 41 free throws in the
Vanderbilt encounters. The
Racers outscored the Corn-
modores. by 12 points from the
field in their loss.
1976 Chevrolet Monte Carlo - Dark Blue with white vinyl top, factory air,
power steering & brakes, local new car trade-in. 42,000 miles.
1976 Cutless Supreme - Black: black vinyl top & black leatherette in-
terior, matching black mag wheels, loaded with accessories, 40,000
miles, new car trade-in.
1976 Chrysler Cordoba - Silver, red leather interior, 31,000 miles, cruise,
tilt wheel, power seats & windows, wire wheel covers, local one
owner new car trade-in.
1971-International Scott 4 Wheel Drive - 4 speed, low mileage, new car
L•ade-in. Get ready for the snow with this one.
9.
1974 Chevrolet Nova - 2 door, automafic, power steering & brakes, fac-
tory air conditioning, 36,000 actual miles, local trade-in. See this one
to believe.
1973 Buick Century - 2 door, one owner car, 25,000 actual miles, factory
air, power steering andbrakes.
1976 Pontiac Leman - 2 door, 27,000 miles. one Owner, new car trade in,
...mag wheels, factory air, power.
1973 Ford Renokpro - Gotd, local new car trade-in, 30,000Petua.1
factory air, power steering & brakes.
Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda
153-8850 --- SOO Chastnut 
_
Four performers have connected on 15.5 points an
surfaced to nail down starting outing, while All-OVC center
roles,' but Smith is still looking ,Jackie Mounts has chipped in
for her dependable fifth 13 a _ game. Marla Kelsch
starter.' • - roiwd oufThroui witra"--
Long-range bomber Cindy., 7.5 scorijpg-awertge;'
Barrix, a 5-5 senior' guard,
jeaCIS tlisate Y:ttk wur tl a
=-
erge 
The racers will return 
homeriSai. a. Cl.a
Lynn, a 5-6 champion Kentucky Wed-


























Charles White, the con-
ference's all-time leading
rusher,. was named._Plaver
the Year in the Pacific-10
Conference today.









Dr. Roger N. Carstensen
One of America's Premiere Bible Teachers
ftitittired on NBC Radio "Art of Living"
Sun: 10:45 a.m. and 6 to 8 p.m.
Mon. & Tues:
Breakfast 7 to 8 a:m.










































RODEO PARTICIPANTS — Max Johnson, a professionat clown with the Rodeo
Cowboy Association in Denver, Colo., shows Southwest Elementary students his
monkey, junky. Johnson and Junky will be participants in the Murray State University
Intercollegiate Rodeo to be held at 7:39 p.m. today, Friday arKISaturday at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
- Staff Photo 14 Debbie N. Lee
Employees Asked For Contributions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
High-level employees in
several departments of state
government have been asked









Unique Double-Wing Design provides one
gently eurved extension under the arm and
another upward toward the shoulder,
making a smooth graceful profile . . made
of Silicone Gel simulating normal breast
tissue in weight, texture and movement . .
a skin-like material Protects the form . .
Guaranteed to retain its shape while
you enjoy all normal activities assumes
body temperature . Will not be affected
or penetrated by air or water — even in
chlorinated pools.
The ACTIVE Silicone Breast Form
can be worn in any bra in which it feels
sef-ure.
The ACTIVE Silicone Breast Form is
available in thirteen sizes, Caucasian and
Ve roid skin-tones
••••
•:,-: W-0111,14 MA TERNIT FAsHIONS 'A
)"





.*i.fi'?::":':'HOURS: 9:30 to 6





The solicitations were in the
form of tickets mailed to
employees' homes. Nine
employees, most of them
ranking political appointee,
and not protected by the state
civil service system or the
merit system, said in in-
terviews that they bought one
or two ;100 tickets for a
brunch Nov. 18 for McBrayer,
the newspaper said.
The solicitation of campaign
contributions from non-merit
t system employees is not
illegal unless the employee is
coerced or threatened.
According to the newspaper
report, none of the employees
interviewed at random said he
was overtly pressured into
buying the tickets.
The Courier-Journal said
several of those interviewed
asked that neither the names
of their departments nor
direct quotes be used. Those
interviewed ranged from
division managers and
directors to commissioners of
departments.
Mike Helton, manager of the
McBrayer campaign, said the
employees interviewed were
among about 1,500 people who
had been sent tickets for the
brunch. He said that purchase
of the tickets was voluntary
and that no state employee
was threatened or coerced.
—11Lsaid there are,no pin ir
ask state employees for ad-
ditional contributions. No
merit'system- employees were
solicited, Helton said, and the
tteMl` tysferif employeewho
reported having received the
tickets had been included in
the list by mistake.






















Tit December 24th while supply lasts. Just ask us.
Kentucky Pia Chicken a
1113 Sysegyleft--- -
Murray - 753-7101
Specials Good me tram UN Swim epee S-1 Ilee-Ther
Nov. 30-Dec. 6 WE CiARY ACCEPT MOD STAMPS Fn Mid 5.1.5-A
Bonus Special
Both 'With $25.00 Order
Nyde Park Jot=












MEAT MAKES THE MEAL,
THERE'S NO FINER MEAT THAN OWENS BEST
U S Choice Boneless
SWISS STEAK
With $12.50 Additionali )Purchaso Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Prod.
ITALIAN DRESSING
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ej..IGAL NOTICE
I. THOMAS BILL INGTON.
as of November 29. 1971, will
not be resprysible for Karen
g ,iijngton or any ether debts





classif ied displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before
• publication.
2. NOTICE , 2. NOTICE 
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to • .
help you. Call Bible Facts, FOR WA I K INS, Products,
759-1600. contact Holman Jones. 217$.
I STILL HAVE a few dateS 13th.. Phone 753 312$. 
open for December wed- WE NOW HAVE THE Love
dings Make your Studio negatives If you had
arrangements early 'finest pictures macle at Lovesin 'wedding photography. 'Wring the past 25 years, we
Carter's Studio. 11.3• !MS can &booty you with reprints
Carter Photographic Studio,
753 8298. We copy an0 restoreCone by Murra% Fun -
her Co. Thurlay at-
terition beth een 1:00
and 5...00._ for a FPFF




























  Serving The Purchase Area
1_753-1080 .1
REAl ESTATE •
Pralseassinal Sena K itS
With The Knendly Teach"
Murray 753-8080 Mayfield
Let Us Show You Our New Listings Today
Do Business Where  Business Is Being Done
Wino
FIRST TIME OFFERED
You'll find charm & convenie oom brick home. 2 baths, large
closets. 2 car carp() u'll like
the LOCATION & thrteWtWorth your time to investigate.
the HOUSE, the YARD,
, IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
You'll have no' delay M putting your family in this comfortable 3 or 4 bedroom
home located on a large lot in excellentneighborhood. Home has 112 baths, all
appliances, lar e closets & many other extras. PRICED TO SEI.I,! NOW!g
oyd-Majors Real Estate
The Professional Servoces Wth the Friendly Touch
eudro Moody 753 9036
Warren Shropshire 753 8277
Homer Miller 753 7519
105 North
12th Street








YOU PUT ill MEN IN
• ONE TRUCK?! SARGE!




For all your auction
needs. Call rhe‘ter's
Auction Service, 435
4128, Lynn Grove, KY.
We offer more for your
money. Complete ban
dling of merchandise,




















































AND ASK FOR TAPE
#107
YOU- NEED is our concern.
NE E tet I NE 753 6333
3. CARD OP THANKS
WORDS FAIL US in oor
attempt to convey expression
Of sincere thanks and
grateful appreciation to our
frienes -for every gesture of
kindness, - concern and
thoughtfulness rendered us
since the demise of Mr.
Quachi Young. The beautiful
floral designs, cards of
condolences, telegrams, and
every other mode of corn-
muniCation have been most
comfortinng. We shall
always reflect upon these
ngs-as.--a-Sttrce-Ot c-orrifort
and joy. Very Sincerely, The
S. LOST A FOUND
FOUND IN New Concord
area, small Beagle Call 753-
5322 after 4:00 pm 
LOST' FIVE YEAR old
brown and white male
English Springer Spaniel in
area of Ellis Popcorn and
SOuthwest Elementary on
Wiswell Road "Petie" isnot
a hunting dog and -is
desperately missed by his
family. Ptease contact us if
you have seen him. A reward
is offered for his return. Day,
753-2/24, evenings, 753-4557.
LOST: BROWN and white
Beagle type dog answering to
the name of Buttons. If found
please call 753-5994, her
family is anxiously awaiting. 
.HELP WANTED
AN OHIO OIL CO. offers high
income, plus cash bonuses,
benefits to mature person in
Murray area. Regardless of
experience,. write G.C. Read,
American Lubricants Co.,














live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board 759-1661. 
DRIVER OR Senior
Citizens Meal on Wheels
program. Call 753.0929 for
appointment 
HELP NEWEL) for yard
work. Partaime year round.
753-7160





We ma sow writ*, lasaroace
ea noises ibil/K4111, with 3 III
forest corapaaias. for bait
rates contact Wilson In
sweat* sod Reel Istata, 302
R. 124 • 753-3263.
•
Yes,Mom,






• i• !MOM (Mt, your nosety 14-K
Mumma None him vou Kest The
Stushil ol Shah& end, kiss
2101. Ms 7534489 
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502.527.
1362. 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BOO'S BUTCHER block
SOLID hard rock maple.
Expertly crafted, square or
round to choose from.
Delightful to use made of
Northern hard rock maple.
$219. J. Logan's, 505 e'6th St.,
Mayfield, KY. Phone 247-
5648. 
FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machines, zig sag, all
regular attahments, sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,
full cash price, $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521
FOR SALE: ,22 cal. rifle with
scope. 12 gauge shotgun.
Small portable t.v. 7534331.
FOR SALE: 'Montgomery
Ward 10 cubic foot freezer,
used 2 months, $190. Sony
Video Tape Recorder, used 1
year, $790. G.E. color t.v.,
12", new, $320. Accutrac turn
table, $290. Call 753.0121.
FOUR PIECE natural Barn.
boo settee and a lady's
leather coat. Call 753.433.
• HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1, 1/2, 2, and 3qt.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 41/2
covered dutch oven, choice of
cOlors. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN. - a
MAYTAG AUTOMATIC
washer, like new. Wood
stove, christmas lights Call
4374801.
SALE CORELLE ex•
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Indian Summer, April, or
Blue Heather. Your choice
539.99 Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
SALE REVERE ware,
copper bottom, save 40 on 1,
Pr 24 2, and 3 quart sauce
.1
 
pans. Double boilers 11/2 and
2 quart, 41/2 qt. dutch oven, 8




RN and LPN, all shifts, full





Ave, Mayfield, KY., or call 1-
247 0200.
MATURE RESPONISBLE
ADULT, needed to baby sit
month old infant, in our
home References needed It









have t yping..and grammer
skills. Send typed resume to
Box 32 P, Murray, KY 12071. 
NEED MATURE person to
Sit 4 hours, daily, in my
home. Call 753-6157 after 6
pm. 
WAITRESS WANTED:
apply within. Majestic Steak
House.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
MATURE LADY wishes to
do house work. Call 759 4615
RETIRED VETERAN
NEEDS work. Prefer janitor
or inside work for the winter.
Call 492 8110 anytime. 
eEEKING EMPLOYMENT
in Murray area. Cost ac-
counting and accounts
payable experience in Public
accounting, BSAC degree.




serving West Kentucky and
Tennessee. Representing
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS
CO. Phone /53 7273.
Kopperud Realty
Goes National
We can help you buy, sell
Or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Canada
P R
753.1222
USED TUB and sink that
probably date from the 40's.
Sink in good condition while'
cillsticon erkite- will need.
refletithing. Will se1epair for






organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., aterom_from Post
Office Paris, TN-.
SPINET CONSOLE Piano
for sale. Wanted: Respon-
sible party to take over
spinet piano. Easy terms.
Can be seen locally. Write.






A LITTLE PUDGY - over-
weight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
head', not tried behavorial
mortification! A new ap-
proach! For information call
759.4536.
FUR COAT. Persian Lamb.
304 length. Perfect. $225, ($800-
value). Call 436-2495.
FOR SALE 2, 36" louvered
doors. New, call 436-2289.
8' POOL TABLE and
equipment, has walnut finiStt
and is in extremly fine
condition. $120. Call 753.7405.
SALE SKILL ROUTER, ez
hp Model 548, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
538, 125 hp, 71,4 inch blade,
$29.99, model 574, 13/4 hp, 71/4
inch blade, 134.99, model 559
ball bearing, 2 hp, 71 4 inch
blade, $1919. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris, TN.
3 X 6 BRUNSWICK air
hockey table, like new. $125.
Call 7512280.
26. TV-RADIO
DON'T BE MISLEAD. We
will meet the price of any
Zenith dealer of this area.
.Our service makes a dif.
ference. Your Zenith dealer
for Murray and Calloway
-County. Tucker T.V. Sales,
1914 Coldwater Road,
Murray, KY. 
WANT A NEW COLOR TV
but short on cash!. Take up
payment on this beautiful 25"
console, under warranty.
Clayton's formerly J & B
Music. Call 753-7575: 
- 27. MOB. HOME SALES
1972, 2 BEDROOM, gas,
completely - furnished,
harvest gold appliances, new
carpet, drapes, large bath,
under pinning. $4700. Call
753-4074 or 753.1877. 
3 BR, 1 1.2 BATH, furnished,
central heat and air, sharp.
Call 753 1725 or 759-4926.
FOR SALE: 1975 Lawrence,
2 bedrbom, 12 X 60, fur-
nished.,Ca 753-2316 after 4
Pm. 
1968 MOBILE HOME. 2 BR,
12 X 55. Call 7534587 after
5 15 pm. 
1969 MARtOTT, 12 X 52
mobile home, 2 bedroom,
furnished, central air, and
under pinned. David Boyd.
753-8780.
1972 51'H AVENUE, 12 X 60,2
bedroom, central air, under
pinned' and strapped, fur-
nished with house furniture.
Extra nice. David Boyd, 753.
8780. 4. • 
THREE BEDROOM, mobile
home, all electric, furnished
with a4boat on -porch: 2 our
buildings and garage. Set up
pn 1 acre land on Penny Hwy.
Call 489-2248 after 4-pm. 
12 X 50 MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, I bath, $3500 firm.
.17255*. 
1972 12 X 60 MOBILE HOAAE-;
2 bedroom, gas, unfurnished,
$4500. Cali 759-4939..
Irmo vinyl soh and chair,
Seers classic 30e &gbh) even
stove. GI litalibef end dryer,
GI sir coaditiener, 1000 ITC
Cal 753.2900.
FOR SALE. Old dresser gate
leg table, new kitchen carpet
15' X 15'. All priced to sell.





Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
3 BEDROOM, TRAILER, 5
miles East of Murray on
large lot. Newly redecorated.
Call 753.0187
NEW TWO bedroom mobile
home 12 X 60, central air and
heat, house type furniture,
girls or couples only. No pets,
550 deposit, $150 per month.
Water furnished. Call 753.
2377.
TRAILER FOR rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court
TWO BEDROOM -trailer for
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
- Court. 489-2533. 
SIX PtECE antique oak
dining roorg„,ekete, $275. Call
75324589r  af ter ('-pm. 
WATERBED, KING-SIZE
with frame, heater, air-
pocket maticess, afid bad
linens included $275. Kitchen
table with chair; *Simulated
butcher block table wit
chrome legs. Four brown
vinyl chairs, $125. Curio
Cabinet, antique, olive green
lighted glass shelves, $200
Couch and chair, brown
material, $75, Leather table
with chairs, round leather
table, hand tooled with 2
chairs. $60. Chest, 4 drawers,
$25. Come to the white frame
house located next to John's





Service in Paducah call. 1-
143 6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753 6760 
le. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE, Necchi zig zag
sewing machine, in real nice
Cabinet Sew perect. Full





$25, free excessories Murray
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
753 7400. 
.3030 MARLIN LEVER
action rifle with scope. Boys
ten-speed bicycle. 2 _,stero
light organs.Call 753 6953. 






stored locally, Reported like
new. Resgoasti. party alai
Sae if * He* All* lith-
pryineat balance. Writ* lop4In
Pisa', Joplin, Missouri 64401.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
private lot, water furnished,
reference people' only. Call
753 4726.
29. HEATING A COOLING 
HEATING BARGAIN. 3
large - Os unit heaters,
(ceiling furnaces), and two
automatic floor heaters. All
can be used on propane or
natural gas. Ideal equipment
for auto shOp or -slores. Call
753-1852, 7 am to 5 pm.
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater, Deluxe cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates. Complete with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware In Paris, TN.
30. BUS. RENTALS
`SHOPPING CEN•TER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning Call 753 3018
after 5 pm. 
31,WANT TO RENT 
FEMALE MURRAY State
student, .0 looking for oft
campus housing. Call 767
2677. •
32. APTS. FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM FURNISHSje..4
apartment for couple. One
small apartment for girl. No
pets Call 7533106.
1 BR FURNISHED Apart-
ment in Murray. Heat and
water is furnished. Call 502-
235 5902 for an appointment.
1 BEDROOM duplex, par
tlally furnished 115 per
month, 753-4331.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
SEMI FURNISHED
APAR TMElik_T, near
University. one 753 7618
eftec 5 pm. 
UPSTAIRS APARTMEeT
for rent, simi furnished, gifIS
only, 2 blocks from campus.
Call 753-8355 between 8:30
am and 5 pm. 
044. tiOttSki-r-erit RENT  
FOUR BEDROOM, Lynn
Grove. $175 per month. Call




elderly persons only,, unit is
based on income. Equal
opportunity hooting. 70-
.8221...  •
FOR RENT; 2 bedroom
.apartment,- fternished,
available IWO Of December..
.--44134ffr'-'t- • 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
apartment in Lynn Grove,
$100 per month. Call 753.7114
FOR RENT
5 bedroom, furnished
house, close to campus
-for college girls. pit.
753.51165 days 753 5108 after
7 si.e.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, on
old Murray and Paris Road.
Couple. No pets. Deposit.
$130 per month, Call after 6 -
pm 753-1287.
THREE ROOM furnished
apartment in Hardin No pets
or children. Call 437.4442
36. RENT OR LEASE
FOR LEASE; 6 acre farm
with 3 bedroom house. $235








space - court square; on
southside of court square.
Now occupied by Children's
Corner. Space available







$5.00 month. Boats, campers,
$20.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft.-up. 753-7400. 
37. LIVESTOCK•SUPP.
BLACK ANGUS bull, 14
months old, 800-850 pounds.
Scerica hay. 759-1850 after 5
Pm. 
31 WEANED PIGS. 753-5218.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
FIVE WEEK old Bassett
Hound puppies. $50 for male,
$40 for females. 409-2159. 
SUDSBURY
PARK
Ds ereoaung by eepaietmear
only. Cal 759-4140 Moseley
through Friday, 9 RI 5.
GENTLE ENGLISH




I Christmas Puppies, AKC
A registered Collie pup- .
V pies, SS°, each, will V
I hold for you till Christ: I
mast 492 8614.
30. PETS:SUPPLIES. 
EIGHT YEAR OLD, gelding
14 hands tall, very gentle
Call 753-0224 after 5:30 pm or
weekends. 
MIXED GERMAN Shepherd
and Collie guppies. 1 male, 3





bids to' Walnut Stree4-ElaPlist
Church, Bra* 161, Benton, eY
42025, by Dec. 6. We reseMe.
the right to refuse any or all
bids. Bus can be seen at tee
Church. -
43. REAL ESTATE
TIME FOR A COM
MERCIAL. Located at the
corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known- as the
Wallis Grocery Building, this
is an excellent location for
any retail business. Priced
realistically at only $22,500
Phone us today for more
details. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
We have lots in lune Vista
Subdivision. Ideally located.




Shirley Wilferd 753 3043
Alex Aldeod 753 1575
753-3263 12th Street
FINISH THIS AND SAV .
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look,.
at this 2 \ bedroom home.
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine , treese Small but
economical with energy
saving heat Perfect for
young couple. See it today.
Call 753-1492, LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS. 
FOR SALE- or Rent tiy
owner: 2 BR mobile home,
located SE on Murray.
Includes 90 X 230 ft. lot,
central heat and air,
fireplace, paved driveway.- 2
car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more. Must be
seen to be. appreciated,
$14,900. Owner will finance.
Shown by appointment only. 
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touche
GATESBORO RESID-
ENTIAL LOT. . . 120' -
w.ide 200' deep on
Gatesborough Circle.
City water and sewer.
1:!riced Right To Sell .
$4,950. Call Boyd-






1- The Cottage Grove Parent-Teacher
Organizatioff wishes to thank the met.;
chants, and businesses of Murray who
donated merchandise and cash to our
recent Fall Festival. This fund raising





Whirl? Last Big Show For This Season.
Who? CARL TIPTON AND THE MID-STATE
BLUEGRASS BOYS & GIRLS. Complete Show
From Channel 5, Nashville, Tennessee. Plus "The
'Whisky Ridge Boys." •
• MORE.
Where? Kentucky Lake Music Barn, New Concord,
Kentucky 42076
When? Saturday, December 2.8:00 p.m.
All seats reserved
Adults • $3.50 Child (6-11) • S1.50





in Paris, Tn. •
This week lots of good merchandise, cut
glass, pressed glass, depression glass,
lots more glass. Round oak table, curved,
glass-china cabinet, 6 ladder back chairs,
nice Victorian couch, 2 Victorian chairs,
old wind up victrola in good shdpe.,
Several nice small tables, old oak hall;
tree nice. And lots more.
James E. Travis
1478 Auctioneer
Also Sat. December 2nd at 1:00 p.m. at 641 Auction
House there will be an auctioil 5.113,14 _con food, house
paThfYiotOr Øtvinh#d gliAligrettlitTdffri1-871i4",

























































































tatter 530 pm or
iRMAN Shepherd
2uppies. 1 male, 3
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tool box and your
n and take a logk,
\ bedroom home




pie. See it today. •
1492, LORETTA
.LTORS. 
.E- or Rent tit;
BR mobile home,
3E on Murray.
)0 X 230 ft. lot,
heat and air,
paved driveway, 2













































old Oak hall ,





• Wite The Friendly Touch'
SOMEBODY WANTS
YOUR HOME AND









Estate, 105 N. 12th.
THE OUTCOME IS IN
COME. Extra nice duplex
apartment. Each side has 2
bedrooms, living room,
kitchen and bath. Modern
kitchens have all built-rn
appliances. Located just
outside the city limits, so you
only pay county taxes. A
beautiful way lobe practical:
Priced at $41,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for all your Real Estate
needs
ANY OFFER will be con
sidered on this 2 bedroom,
white, frame house. Located
in town on nice street. Call
7519924 after 3.30 pm. 
Purdom & Thurman





8). REAL ESiATE -
1F...YOU ARE A Luxury
homebuyer . lookihg 4 for
something unique, you must
irsspacs this comtemporary
horna...lignken fireplace in
family room, fireplace in
0814Y kitchen, formal dining
room, 3 baths. .All this on
IPPrOximately 8.8 acres. A
hams well worth_inquirinta
illEOR ETTA JOBS
REALTORS today ft 753,
-Tat --
LIKE BEING OUT Enloy
the tranquil beauty of these
wooded lots located in
Candlelite Estates... Build
the home of your dream
s.. Call and let us show one of






1 I ! al/ art'
753-0101-7531531
UNUSUAL BUT true, a two
bedroom house at 412 N 5th
for only $9950. Good lot and
good location Could be two
tent 1 units. Call C.O. Bon







With The l'riendls Tout
•
40 Wooded Acres of
Complete Privacy . .
Large Private Lake.
stocked with fish. This
property is not far















Forimploymant in Murray, Ky.
Formal electronic training preferred, however on
the job cablevision experience will be considered.
Good salary, plus excellent fringe benefits which in-
clude group hospital, life and dental insurance,
liberal vacation and paid holidays.
Moil full employmeet and educertiessel resents te P. 0. Bee 32 N.
Morroy, Ky. 42071.
BURGER QUEEN
Wants You. If you want to grow, we hav
the room you need in management. Stop
in and talk to us. we want to talk to you
BURGER QUEEN
of MURRAY
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR INDUSTRIAL
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
You don't have to be an engineer or technical person
to enter a challenging and highly rewarding career
selling industriaTTubricants to businesses right in
your community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food,
and manufacturing) or a mechanical background
tinge!. We train you in salesmanship, products,
and applications in a thoroughly professional, com-
pany-paid program. Field training follows, right in
your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and
you get an exclusive, fully-protected territory with
hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after }Tar. You represent a company
on the move; the quality leader in the lubricant field
for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended/ Stop day-dreaming and start
building your lucrative career today, right in your
own area, arid be home nights with your [aridly
while doing it.
Act now hilt' one of our choice territories is still
open in yoltr area'' . Send your resume, giving ex-




Sales Personnel Manager •
_ubris EnglryeAvorlcurWC4_ - -













can be yours today with this
choice listing in Canterbury
Estates. Outstanding four
bedroom home with den,
master bedroom with ad-
joining private dressing
room and walk-in closet. You
are sure to reach the goal of
pleasant, comfortable living
with this lovely .French
Provincial home. Priced in
the 560's. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753.1222 are
working hard to provide the










Always wanted to own
your own business?
.HoW about four in one? -
Grocery, restaurant,
gas and bait shop
could all be yours for
$52,000.00. Located ap-
proximately two miles






44. LOTS FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 5 miles from
Kentucky Lake. Call week-
days after 6.30 pm. Any time
on Saturday or Sunday. 753-
7244.
FOR SALE by owner 1
bedroom, 2 bath, formal
living and dining area, den
with fire place, large utility
_ jOrlm, double garage with
storage area, storage
building and garden spot.
double lot with 200 ft fron
tage. Call for appointment.
759 1086.
0 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
"BETTY FORD REALLY STARTED
SOMETHING. ALL THE GRANDMOTHERS
WANT FACE LIFTS,"
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky , Lake, $42.50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call,
502-474.2718.
4$. FARMS FOR SALE
FARMLAND-110 Acres, 100
tillable, 9 miles west of
Murray. Call 489-2110
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in K irKsey, within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 34 acre
tot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
ceilings Living room,
bedrooms, and hall are
carpeted. Kitchen,
washroom, arid both full
baths have vinyl floors.
Kitchen has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built In appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
to sell. Call after 5 pm. 489-
2387.
3 BEDROOM, living room,
den, firplace, 2 large baths.
Kitchen with dining area,
laundry, garage, cealral gat_
heat, electric air,- thermo.
pane and storm windows,
carpeting, 2600 sq.ft., patio,
work shop, 'quality built
ranch style home with extras
throughout. $53,000. Cael 753-
6017.
BRAND NEW BRICK house,
energy efficent heat pump,
super insulated walls, ceiling
and floors. Living room,
kitchen, 2 full ceramic tile
bath with tubs and showers.
Utility room, 3 bedrooms,
family foom and covered
porch. Possiblity of extra
income rental room within 2
btockS of main University
campus. Wall to wall carpets
by Enix, 8.2 gal glass lined,
quick recovery hot water
heater, garbage desposal,
custom built, hand crefted
capinets and counters in
kitchen and utility, marble
top vanitie storm windows.
crete aelv ay. Priced to
sell at S70,'''. John 0. Pasco,
li ro.375)5791 or 7 .2649 .
• -•-: - 
NEW OFFICE HOURS
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
CONSTRUCTION. 3, 3 BR
houses. You buy and finish or




home, now being offered for
sale for less than $20,000. 6
miles north on hwy 641. Call
474-2337 or 474-2323.
FOR SALE: New 3 BR brick.
Central heat and air, car-
peted, 5 miles west of
Murray. Can move now. Call
489.2110.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
room, split level entry.
Carpet throughout, well
insulated with raversen
windows, brick and wood.
Approximatelrt 16 acres, 8
miles north of Murray. Nice
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Call 753-2810.
FOR SALE: Large 10 room
house with 5 room garage
apartment. Lot 85' X 351'.
Full size upstairs which can
easily be finished for more
room. Excellently insulated,
carpeting, storm windows
and economical gas heat.
Apple tree, pear tree, peach
tree, pecan tree, grape vines,-




home wilt, extra income or
rental investment with 8150
to $600 per month possible.
Reduced $4000 for quick %me/-
Phone 753,5147 after 530 pm.
44. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE BY OWNER 6.9
acres, 2 bedroom frame
house, 1680 S. ft In house
with sun porch and 4 out
buildings. Located 3 miles
SW of.Murray on Old Murray
Paris Road. Call 753.1966
days, or 753-3245 nights.
1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
owner: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fully equipped kitchen,
breakfast room, extra large
family room with wood
burning fireplace, formal
dining and utility room,
featuring solid oak floors and
staircase, wail paper in
every room, 2 heat pumps, 2
car garage and, wood shed
Lot 155'X250'.. Call for an
appointment. 753.0110.
HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR,
brick veneer house, 2200 sq.
ft. excellent location, 704
Olive, newr Aealth center,
public libtary, middle
school, S12,750. Basement,
1 1/2 baths, central gas heat,
dishwasher, garbage
disposal, air conditioned,
breakfast nook, fireplace in
living room, large family
room: 52 gallon glass lined
electric hot water heater,
front patio, lot 60 x 150.
Would consider a 3 way
trade, have a buyer for .a 3
BR house. Shown by ap-
pointment only. John Pasco,
753.5791 or 753.2649.
PACK. TONIGHT and be
ready for the weekend in this
completely furnished lake
front condominium, your's
_Iornrily 114,950. DONALD R
FOR SALE: 2 bedroom white
brick home, 21? miles out on






$1000. 2 bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
All appliances and draperies
go with house.' Call 753.9924
after 3 30 pm
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street
Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PIKE MIAR CUT 51.50 PRICE WAVE 51.25





owed end ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices cotters,
*bile Some ad ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut compietely reedy
o assemble up to 24 s 60 Buy the best for less."
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
.110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate




You'll want to see this bright and cheery tfbme
with private wooden fence surrounding
backyard with concrete and brick patio and gas
grill. Phone us 'today for all the details on this
quality home in a quiet residential neighborhood.
Price reduced to $50,000.00. Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. We make buying and selling Kral







' Rarry Patterson 753-5553- Bill Koppenill 7534222
Bill Rayburn 750-4900 Don Belle' 759-4577
yommah.
47. MOTORCYCLES 
FOR SALE: 74 Honda CB.
350, 4 cylinder, 5,000 miles,
like new. 753 4904.
1972 SL 350 HONDA. Has new




1973 AMC HORNET, 2-door,
6 cylinder automatic with
power and air. Has 1 new
tires $750 Also a rough 1972
Datsun pickup, $350. Phone 1-
354.6217.
A LITTLE Dodge Colt $450.
Call 759-1974.
1974 AUDI. Gets great gas
mileage, AM-FM radio and
tape player, air. $2750. Call
733.0087 after 5 pm. 
1968 BUICK, one owner,




radial tires, a real good car,
51350. Call 1 354 6217
1967 CAMARO RALLY
Sport. One owner, clean car.




Leeks & drives brawl new,
No miles, leaded eel ex-
tras, comfort supreme, still







DeVille. Red with white vinyl
top, low mileage, loaded with
extras, excellent condition,
original owner. Call 759.1104,
1969 DODGE STATION -
WAGON, 30,000 miles, AM-
FM 'and CB eadio, power
steering, brakes, automatic
transmission, raised roof.
Call 753.6660 between 8 am
and 5 pm. Call 753-6121 after 6
pm.
1969 DATSUN• 510, 4 door
sedan, nice car, goat con-
dition, new tires. $750. See at
Phillip's 66 station at 5
points, or call 753.8124 after 5
pm.
1977 FIAT X 1.9, one owner
25-30 mpg.- Can be seen at
B&B brokers on South 12th
753-4389.
FOR SALE: 1969 Plymouth
Fury Ill. Call 753-4506 after 6
Pm.
1972 FORD-GALAXY. 53,000
miles, asking $1100, make an
offer. Call 437-4801. 
FOR SALE. 1969
Volksw,agon Beene. New
tires and battery. Call 753-
4746.
1970 FORD, good condition,
$600. Call 753-5749. 
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
61 or 739-1155.
1974 MERCURY-MONTEGO
MX, 4-door, excellent, $1600,
1969 Plymouth, and a 1966
Chevrolet, good condition.
Call 436.2263.
1930 MODEL A ' FOR-
pe), 377 engine,
chrome headers, turbine
automatic, tilt wheel, button
tuft interior, keystone
wheels, new radials, all
metal, excellent condition,
$7000 or best offer. 1.354-6206.
1977 OLDSMOBILE 98
REGENCY, fully equipped,
21 motitti old, locally owned,
silver color. Call 753-4097
evenings, or 753-9694 days. 
1968 SIX CYLINDER
Camaro, rough condition,
has new tires. Asking $450.
•Call 759-1613.
1978 T-BIRD, new, fully
loaded, T-roof, 4,000 miles.
Also a 1978 Broncho 4 wheel
drive, 9,000 miles, new,
excellent condition. Call 753-
6345.
1977 THUNDERBIRD, 21,000
miles, two tone green, AM.
FM tape, air, automatic,
power windows, power
steering, power brakes, tilt
wheel. $5900. Call 753.0121.
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
original. Call 753.736,5' 
1976 VOLARE Road Runner.
After 5 o'clock. 435.4331.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1977 CUSTOMIZED DODGE
Van, carpet throughout with
cruise control, bed, ice box,
AM FM, 8 track speakers.
front and back, 30,000 miles.
•ip  call 753 1336 or 767 6695. 




come out and take a look
White's Camper Sales, your
local --Starcraft - dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories Non-toxic an-
tifreeze 53.99 per gal.
Located 4 miles from Murray
on 90East Call 753-0605.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395 4967 or 1 362 4895.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care, 489-2774. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759,
4878.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from. your yard or
land cleared of .stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
DOES YOUR SEWING
machine need service. If so,
call 354-6521:
EXPERIENCED CAR-
PENTER wIti do carpentry
• or roofing. Free estimantes.
Call 759-1405 or 437.4351.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm . windows and doors
repaired. Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Cold
water Rd. 753-0180.
HOME REPAIRS: Screen,
regular doors and windows,
floors and roofs. Also small
plumbing and electrical
work. Call 753-2501 after 5
Pm. . 
_INSULATION! 13LOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-2418986 collect.
1967 FORD PICK-UP, e
cylinder Straight shift, with
camper top. In good con .
dition, $750. 436-5511.
FOR SALE: 1973 Ford F.750,
new grain bed, good shape.
Call MO 2706.
1951 GMC PICK•UP, just
overhauled, best offer. Call
753.2346 after 5:30pm.
PRICE REDUCED, 1952
Chevy, 1/2 ton Pat bed, $175.
Cell 436 5536
1975 RED FORD, pick-up,
automatic, good condition.
$24.5b.caii.489 2494 
'fRçtcx rotr-Ust-t -1 • -
Daftun Pick Up One owner,




INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills-.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills!. Blown





Box 258, Murray, ,KY 42071.
(502) 435-4527.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do









rates, free estimates. Call
753-5827.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call .George
Landolt, 753-8170.
SMALL DOZER•SpreadIng,




Cell 436-2291 after 5
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak 525-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753.3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm, 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753 1486
between 7 am and 3 30 pm,
ask for Shelley
$3. SERVIMS OFFERED
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
George Landon at 753-8170.
56. FREE COLUMN
FREE. MALE grey and
white kitten about 5 months
0106 very tame and af.
tectionate. 753 3994.
$7. WANTED
WO ACRE LOW crop fartn.
within 15 miles of Myr/By.



















Sat. Dec. 2, 10 a.m. at the late Ralph Cupton home 2
miles south of Hwy. 94 at the Harpoles grocery, lot
house west of Beach Grove Church.
Will sell nice stove, refrig., home freezer, living
room and dining room sets, glass, china, linings,
quilts, small appliances, choice antiques. Full and
"2 Jenny Lind beds, fancy oak Murphy bed, tall oak
dresser, wash stand. Pie safe, oak china cabinet,
walnut wardrobe, antique tables, oak dining table
with 6 chairs, rockers, trunks, clock, karosene lam-
ps, hall tree, picture frames, violins, shotgun, cast
iron and stove items, lots more antiques. Shop and
garden tools, tractor tools, 2, 12 inch Ford plows, 1
Buick car, 1960 Chevy Pick-up. Long wide bed. THIS




Saturday, December 9, 10:00 A.M.
Cornmercial---REAL ESTATE---Investment
Excellent business opportunity ideally located on Highway 94
midway between Murray and Kenlake.
,Nearly new commercial building and a log cabin on 16 acre corner lot with ap:
proximately 400 ft. road frontage Cedar sided commercial building with concrete floor.
has 2 large bays with 12' overhead doors. 2 baths, stockroom and office area The
building has electric heat and water is Supplied from a deep well' Gas pumps and tanks
are included.
An 18'00' modern log cabin with fireplace and concrete floors is adjacent to main
building and would be ideal-for managers quarters •
The quality construction and convenient location provides an excellent opportunity
'or many types of retail or service businesses
OWNER: Alfred Duncan
TERMS: Contact selling agents for financial arrangements,
POSSESSION: Within 30 days from deed.
GERALD R. EASLEY
AUCTIONEER
2 E. Broadway 247-7864 Mayfield, Ky.
CO-BROKERS
TERRY CLYMER REAL ESTATE









Decemberl is the day the
Entertainment Explosion comes
to all Murray Cablevision
subscribers via satellite.
This is the day the 10 day Free
_Preview of Home Box Office
(HBO), available as an optional
service of Murray Cablevision,
_begins.
• Fouthe,next 10--days-on-Ga6le
Channel 13, subscribers will
receive, absolutely free and
without obligation, a preview of
the unparalleled schedule of
movies, sports, nightclub
_entertainment and family












brilliant performance set ri
fascist Europe Vanessa




-bring to the subscribers in the
months ahead.
Movies that include The Spy
Who Loved Me starring Roger
Moore as James Bond 007;
Richard Burton in Equus;
Genevieve Bujold and Michael
Douglas in Coma; Academy
Award winning Julia starring
Jane Fonda, Vanessa Redgrave,




Cougine and The Medusa
Touch.
The Free Preview ends
December 10.
Murray Cablevision subscribers can add this new concept
in home entertainment to their present cable TV,service for just pennies a day.









gift ideas for everyone on your list!
This special section will guide you
to find those extra special gifts for
everyone on your shopping list.
This is the place to find the who,
what and how of gift-giving ...
the when, why and wherefore of
Christmas shopping ... and the
everything you-need-to-know
about festive touches, home
decor, foods,travel, fashions.
_Wrap up-your holiday shopping
early by shopping in Murray,
where everything imaginable can
be found ... and wrap yourself
up in the fun and excitement that
- Is This Saturday_
'A Cafactic-ettYMMac wilt be the theme of this
year's aftnual Christmas Parade,-spousoreds by the
Murray Rotary Club.
The parade will begin-at 2 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 2
along Main Street to downtown Murray.
Characters from the movie 'Star Wars will be
featured as parade marshals and floats will be
judged in' two divisions.
By BARBARA BRASS
Top interior and home
products designer. Lawrence
y , A.S.I. D.. say s that
— good planning and elegant
tiunplicity are the key to hay-
• a beautifully decorated
4,...-Jiome and more time for
• enjoying the holidays with
:::family and friends.
During a recent interview
while visiting his New York
headquarters. Mr. Peabody
gave these upt for holiday
decorating.
"Stan with the basics,'
says Mr. Peabody. A room
is like a painting—the furni-
ture should be more back-
ground than showplace."
Furniture like Mr. Peabody's
modular wicker collection




During the holidays, when
so many people visit your
home, this furniture offers
the added advantages of
wicker's durability and ma-
chine washable cotton cush-
ions. "Once you have
created the backdrop the rest












& 1-5 p.m. Sun.
Captain D's.
• 2 pieces of fish filet





Rgv!420 9 $1 79
will fall into place very eas-
ily," says Mr. Peabody.
Mr. Peabody loves to dec-
orate,yrith natural materials,
and says that the comfortabk -
gained from wicker
ancl—rattan isespecially nice
during the holidays. He ex-
tends this to natural decora-
tions. "Greens are so festive,
and add the perfect note of
holiday chter.'•
Arrangements of greens
don't have to be restricted to
dining or coffee tables. "Be
creative and generous with
greens. Use them over fire-
places and paintings, or laced
through chandeliers. If holly
or other traditional boughs




make a wonderfully festive
decoration: To add a bit of
sparkle to your baskets of
holiday greens, add a few
gold or silver balls."
,Start your own family col-
lection of ornaments. "We
have collected so many
things throughout the
years," says Mr. Peabody.
"Handmade straw and wood
ornaments from Scan-
dinavia, folded paper orna-
ments made by the children,
toys and other figurines—all
are precious to us and look
marvelous when hung on a
beautiful pine tree."
For holiday gift giving, Mr.
Peabody suggests, of course,
that you shop early if possi-
ble. For special friends, or
those people on your list who
seemto have everything, Mr.
Peabody suggests filling a
basket with a potpourri of
holiday snacks. Pate,
cheeses, fancy crackers and
baked goods make a lovely
and thoughtful gift when ar-
ranged in. a basket and tied
with a bright, cheerful bow.
Simplify your meals. Keep
table settings simple, too.
Grass, cloth or rush
placemats are wonderful
with a "centerpiece of
plenty." "I like to see a bas-
ket of walnuts, chestnuts
and. for some holiday color,
winter apples. When it's time
for dessert, bring out some
wonderful cheeses and have
the guetts really enjoy the
• centerpiece."
party easier
Having family and friends
over for a tree-trimming
party?.Or for a caroling sup-
per? Why not plan a meal t
can be repared in advan
a-billfer=yon -
can enjoy yourself as much
is your guests? ,
Even if a dish is somewhat •
.:eTaborate, consider matircg





spinach or any of the many
other varieties so popular'
nowadays). If you opt to
make your csii-st from
scratch, you -can do it up to—
one month in advance and
freeze it for later use; other-
wise, a store-bought crust
provides a viable and time-
saving alternative.
One novel dish which is
perfectly suited to a buffet is
"Pissaladiere." a French
variation on pizza: pie crust
filled with a scrumptious
mixture of tomatoes. olives.
and herbs.
Lasagna is always a good
choice, as is moussaka, a
Greek _casserole of cheese,
meat, eggplant and potatoes.
Both are appetizing, filling
and perfectly suited to—ad-
vance preparation and help-
yourself style serving.
PARTY PLAN
If you're planning on hull-
ing a party, make sure it
doesn't conflict with some
other event you and your
guests might want to attend.
If someone else has al-
ready planned for Christmas
Eve or New Year's Eve, pick
an off-day or evening to hold
your bash.
Scandinavian dosign
THE ELEGANT CHRISTMAS CROSS is eighth in an
annual collectors' series. made in richly detailed ster-
ling silver by Reed & Barton. This limited edition pen-
dant or tree ornament is an authentic Scandinavian
design from the 12th century crafted with delicate ten-
drils of shining silver adorning a clean linear Cross.





















. , Reg 59 99
This Deluxe Rally Supreme 4 99
Table Tennis table has a 9-ft
s 541 half -inch Stableply top







r Coat of Your Choice r Giant Teddy Bear
r $25.00 Gift Certificate
Free Gilt Wrapping& Alterations







Save your money and re-
ceive a gum ball as a






Has AutornatiC Score-O-Meter Lights
Slash and bells ring Dual.flipper action
(Batteries not included 2
Perfett fix homework or play Large surface
for studying playing games or your favorite
arts and crafts Sturdy wood desk storage space










when you put her
down Has rooted








Stands 11" tali Pull
cord and hear Bugs
say 8 different phrases
hie batteries needed
'7 120
WITH REAL SIREN SOUND
‘1'.#1.4•14[R-e
Tough 18" Hot Cycle with low slung suspension ed-
it/stable bucket seat and battery operated siren [bat-
tery not Included I ,es
"Superiz.arl" Trike Machine 23.911
SPALDING 2.
SOCCER BALL
Reg 999 Pale endorsed Choice of
8" 









Perfect for van truck RV or car Plugs into cigar-
ette lighter and provides an extra liOt for emer-
gencies. camping or engine work 2
Pt(cas good through Sunday at all OTASCO stores and Parta,Dattnn
Nylon uppers min suede leather
trim Padded ankle collar & tongue
Cushioned insole Sizes 1-12




Keeping the interior of your
car or truck clean s[no prob-
lem with this handy vacuum
Plug; lot) cigaiette lighter
[
2 FOR '1 SHOE SALE'
Buy One PairAt Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free! ! !
This offer includes Men'sWomen's and Childrens' Dress, Casual, and Canvas Shoes
'
510 Main Street You can mix them
. 
when buying, ko bring the whole family, friend
r
 or neighbor.






















































Cozy, casual and comfortable! Plaid
big tops in various styles. 100% cot-









moc toe. Soft tr-i-
cot lining, wedge





Soft cozy uppers. Foam insole
for real comfort! Sizes to 10.
D•liclou• lender
terees in lie- top bag





1- Soft cup, lace or seamless cross-
over bras in sizes 32-40: A, 3, or





Fifty lovely 2-ply paper
dinner napkins, 13"x16.8".
24x44" BATH TOWEL 
16x26" HAND TOWEL 
12x12" WASH CLOTH 
"Feather Fern" pattern in reversible convention-
al 100% cotton terry jacquard. with fringe. Colors






with a mak chocolate
'Santa" or "Snow-
man".
.. 9-9 None-Sat. Cen.
1431111-da! --Acres Of free Parking- - i!ippliffiporritnity
16" x 26" sheared print towels in
6 p8tterns-12 -colors.•
Terrific tops! Long-sleeve
velour tops with crew or V-
neck, knit cuff and waist:
Made of easy-care 80/20
-cotton/polyester, and comes
in -Cream, Black. -Copper.,









For perfect pancakes .or wares.




THE PROOF IS IN THE
POSTMARK!
Visit our Santa Post Office and
select a colorful letter FREE!
It's our way of saying Merry
Christmas to children of all ages.
In Stock
Prices Good Thru
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'Ring' in the New Year with
a fashionable telephone gift
Spending "hours shopping
for -the perfect Christmas gAft
to please every family
member can sometimes end
up beirig a giarit-*IZe Yuletide
headache. Going from More
to store is exhausting, and
often forces us to settle for
old thing."
• •-• But there is a simple. pric-
and fun solution to this
:Isar's gift dilemmas: give a
jersonal telephone to help
Z•veryone in the family
- ring- in the New Year.
Today 's telepitortes. which,
you can now own, not only
save money but offers a
unique and functional gift
:idea for even the most hard-
to-please person on your list.
:General Telephone & Elec-
k'ronics Corporation offer a
-complete line of fashion
"hones available through
Itarious retail outlets.
These phones are designed
and manufactured by GTE
Automatic Electric in a broad
lange of shapes, sizes, and
colors to fit every Christmas
ittocking—and budget.
;• For 'example, the Fashion
*late' telephone makes a
perfect gift for the man who
bay an eye for decorating.
:Available with 13 inter-
Oangeable facemats in a
rainbow of colors to corn-
dement any,decor. the Fash-
ion Plate telephone turns
MAKE CHRLs'IMAn :•1101-'1'16 for thr family easy
this year, by giving a highly individualised and unique
gift —a telephone. GTE Automatic Electric offers a
complete line of phones such as (L to 11) the Cutie
telephone for daughter. Compact Speakerphone for
dad, Starlite* telephone for son, and Fashion Plate'
telephone for mom.
what was formerly a neces- say they "have everything
sity into a decorating they need" will delight in re-










All Ty pes Of Gift
Certificates Available









'Tis the season to be jolly,
so why not reflect some of
these festive feelings in the




Christmas dinner or an eve-
ning of entertaining family
and friends. your Christmas_
dishes will all 'have arrextra-
festive air when served on a
table covered with white, red
and green linens and deco-
rated with boughs of pine.
holly, even ,mistletoe.
Add red bows to-your
bunches of greenery and ar-
range Christmas tree trim-
mings among them.
Candles are a Christmas
must, and beautifully.
scented pine and bayberry
candle arrangements wilt'
light up a banquet table.
For a final touch of Yule,
--turn a dessert tIble into an
angel's delight with clouds of
ngel hait, caretefs, cherubs
and tiny lights.
phone that frees both hands
to read and write while talk-
ing.
Any daughter will love
finding a Cutie telephone in
her stocking on Christmas
morning. A diminutive ver-
sion of the French-style tele-
phones. the ivory-colored
Cutie recalls the grace and
char& of bygone days and
makes a perfect "bedside
companion" for private con-
's\ versations.
NAfld the sleek. functional
dest,gn of. the Starlites tele-
phota,.s sure to be a favorite
"conve tion piece" for the
number oñu sop. The Startle
telephone o f's all the ad-
vantages of a conventional
telephone handset with
added style suited fi the
desk-top or nightstand.
All GTE Automatic Elec-
tric phones are FCC regis-
..tered and come with standard
,modular plugs, making instal-
lation easy. Fashion Plate,
Compact Speakerphone,
Cutie, and Starlite tele-
phones are available through
leading retail outlets at prices
ranging from S35 to $200.
Avoid shopping hassles
this holiday season and
choose family-gifts tbat are
sure to-please—fashion
phones that "ring•' in the
'New Year in style.
MAIL EARLY













5-light chandelier with kerosene
lamp tools Brass-tone metarlioish
Da 24 Ht 13 5-60W
a
1 rf ' ' rA 1sr ill e\ i





her Polished brass finish Dia












/• •-*- 1-Pickens _ _4
-- - r.': --tiectric •••:-. •




Pt PPETS make super Christnuis gifts for even
the youngest children. They're economical and simple
to make south fabric remnant., ribbon, rickrack,
Elmer'• glue, and odds and ends you probably have on
hand.
Add a dash of 'spirit'
to our holiday eggnog
At Christmastime, every-
thing has to be the, best and
very, very special. Because
so much- effOrt goes- into a
successful holiday party, a
host or hostess doesn't-over-
look even the smallest detail.
Once the family has
finished decorating the per-
fect tree, and the appropriate
gifts are, all wrapped
and ready—turn your atten-
tion to the eggnog! Holiday;
eggnog can be different and
better than ever this year.
with a new. "spirited- taste.
To make.a spirited, special
holiday eggnog, combine one
cup of Milk and one egg, and
beat or shake vigorously.
-Add one ounce of brandy and
one ounce of Liquore Gal-
liano. Pour into a brandy snif-
ter and chill. Garnish with
chocolate curls or chopped
nuts before serving.
For punch bowls or
groups, simply multiply all















From the makers of
ee
Every ring in this exclusive collection is
,registered and guaranteed for quality,
Don't be fooled by discount prices.
Furches Jewlery
113 S. 4th, Murray — 753-2835
Tred.• Mar 11 Re,
/ The College Shop (Mens) and
)4( The Ms Shop (Women's)
Open 9-3 Daily













F,roswmeCaoterlogsnteo Shirts.toSu ! •
' we kifiraiitt4 our GiftsSlacks to Jeans
•
ofree Gift Wrap •*Bank Americard *Master Charge *Layaway
•Free Monogram on Leather Goods
'Refunds and Exchanges Gladly Made
Experienced friendly salespeople to help you select just the right gift
for your friends and relatives
The College Shop The Ms Shop
Orono Dresses 8 Co-ordinate Outfits
Stacks and Jeans
• Tops 8 Sweaters
AccessoriesDress Shirts 8 Ties
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-Sharp holiday idea
A SPECIAL 4:111RISTMAS GIFT is ay &iambic fur new and
experienced fabric crafters at sewing centers and no-
tions departments, offered by Wise, makers of scissors
and shears-with "the edge of excellence." Combined in
a protective reusable plastic pouch are two of their
finest—the Contura-Lite 4%' Needlecraft scissors and
the 8" dressmakers' shears, each featuring knife-edged
stainless steel blades and comfort-contoured tortoise
shell color handles. Best of all, the "2-1n-1" scissors
Holiday bonus, at under $15, includes a mail-in
coupon entitling the purchaser to original fabric doll
patterns for both a 5" tree ornament and 15" doll size,
and comes complete with a scissors selection and care
booklet.
urvairtroftroaclarci efp1111•q111Pq yr.:3 airareaKrar air warp aria wrc, MN 9,5310
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Fine art of -timeless
Christmas gift-giving
rht most treasured gifts
are those that will endure,
providing pleasure long after
the Christmas tree has hen
taken down and the fes ,:
decorations put back in theit
boxes.
An exquisite porcelain
Cybis is. a LillIelt&S gift
that will become a valued
possesid.n. An investment
for the future, no one is tool/
young to begin collecting.
With this in mind. Cybis has
created two perfect first
pieces, an adorable bumt
called "Mr. Snowball" and
an enchanting baby owl.
Cybis is the oldest existing
porcelain art studio in the
United Sta-tes. Every
sculpture —'whether it costs
jitst a few dollars or
thousands—represents a
level of artistry and crafts-
manship which is unsurpass-
ed anywhere in (he world
today.
Fine pieces from this
studio have been offered as
presidential gifts of state to
foreign dignitaries including
Queen Elizabeth II, Soviet
AN EXQUISITE PORCELAIN from Cybis is a gift that
will'endure forever. With young collectors in mind,
Cybis has created an adorable bunny called Jr." 
Snowball" ($25.00) and an enchanting baby owl
($50.00).
Party Leader Leonid
Brezhnev, and Golda Meir.
and are displayed in many
private collections as well as
in The White House, The
Vatican and Buckingham
Palace.
Cybis porcelains are avail-
able. at selected department
stores, jewelry a-nd gift
stores. or write to Cybis. De-
partment A. 65 Norman Av-
enue, Trenton, New lerse‘
08618
Don't let a spill spoil
the festive holiday fun
Warm reveries and family
togetherness make the
Yuletide a very special time
of year. If it's your turn to
entertain relatives and
friends this holiday season,
don't let accidental spots and
stains spoil the fun and festiv-
ity of the occasion. With a
little spot removal know-
how, clean-ups of both
washable and dry-cleanable
items can be quick and easy.
The important rule to re-
member is that a spot is eas-
iest to remove if it's treated
immediately. Beforelaunder-
ing items, be sure to read
the manufacturer's washing
instructions. Most common
'spots will respond to a treat-
ment of Spray 'n Wash*
laundry soil and stain re-
mover. Just spray .the pre-
P:N. Hirsch's
thristinas Sale
* Now In Progress*
Come See Us!
on idtERCO company





































Where oeaIays End viaiRiitercha merchandise at a relsonabliprice.











treat directly on the spot,
wait 60 seconds, and launder
normally. For extra-tough
spots, try another spray and
washing.
Many spots and stains on
dry-cleanable items—in-
cluding upholstery, drapery.
and rugs—can be removed
with K2r* Spot-lifter. Just
apply it to the spotted areas,
let dry to a fine white pow-
der, and then brush the pow-
der and the soil away. (Check
the effect of any spot re-
mover in an inconspicuous
place before atterlipting to
remove a spot from a col-
orfast fabric.)
Here are some common
holiday spots and stains
you're likely to encounter
and their appropriate emer-
gency remedy:
• Gravies and fondues—
scrape off as much of the
grease as possible. Use spray
pretreat or spot-lifter—de-
pending on the fabric—to get
the residue.
• Eggnog and heavy cream
—lukewarm water or soap
FESTIVE PENNING
'One way of shortening an
unwieldy Christmas list is by
striking off those people from
whom you received no card
the previous Christmas.
By doing' so, you will be
able to spend more time on
and Water Will remove any
_solid-portion; then pretreat or
spot-lift accordingly.
• Cranberry sauce and
berry juices—sponge with
cold water fint and pretreat
or spot-lift.
• Wines—lukewarm water
will remove white wine spots
on non-washables; K2r will
take careof red or rose spots.
For washable items, just use
spray pretreat before laun-
dering.
• Candle wax—place" the
stained item between layers
of absorbent paper and press
with a warm iron. This will
.draw up most of the solid
wax. Then pretreat or spot-
lift accordingly to remove re-
sidue.
• Chafing dish smudges—
sponge off sooty residue with
cool water. Spray 'n Wash or
spot-lifter will do the rest.
• Coffee—on a non:wasb-
able item, spot-lifter Will re-
move the any traces of
sugar will respond to a moist
rag. Pretreat and launder the
coffee spot on washable fab-
rics.
• Candies and cream-filled
sweets—again, on a non-
washable, any remaining
sugar trace—after using the
'spot-lifter—will be 'removed
by dabbing with a moist
cloth. And, again, the wash-
the others, _writ,ing short able item neeslwpe -spr.ay
notes to peoPle you see pretreat and proper launder-
rarely to acquaint them with ing.
the events of the past year. as • Lipstick--just spot-lift
well as merely addressing or pretreat.
Cig ni ng them . • Green sr-viable spots—
Using a red or green,pen wet stained area with cool
adds to the festive feeling ypti. water, then spot-lift or pre-
are trying to convey.
SAFE DRIVING
If you are driving on
Christmas or New Year's
Eve, or on any occasion
when you will be attending a
party or dinner, make sure
not to drink too much. You
will enjoy your holidays
more if you are able to drive










up as much of the sticky solid
or residue as possible, then
spot-lift or pretreat and laun-
der.
4
Plan ahead to avoid hassles
For a pleasantly unrushed
Ptinstmas. why not plan in
_iiiivance? Make a checklist of
everything you have to do at
least two months beforehand
and refer to it- periodic_diy
Make a list of everyone ,for
whom you are buying pres-
ents, and one of those to'
whom you are sending cards.
To be sure everything you
ill be sending is received in
lime, check with your local
post office to find out by what
date you should mail pack-
ages and Christmas cards. If
you anticipate a late mailing
for some reason. check costs
of varibus Express mail ser-
vices, and find out how long
they will take at that hectic
time o( the year.
Certain foods that are tra-
ditional at Christmas time
must be started well in ad-
vance and allowed to age, so
make sure you include on
your list exactly when you
have to start that mincemeat
pie-or fruitcake, so you don't
remember finally When it's
too late to do any thing ex-
cept say. • 'next year. then."
The earlier you begin your
Christmas shopping. the bet-
ter. Begin browsing im-
mediately to get an idea of







While Selection Is Good
40 CHANNEL CB
GE... that's more





• LED channel display
• Built-in SWR/S/RF meter
• Antenna Warning Indicator
• RE gain • Delta tune
• Hi/Lo tone • NB/ANL • PA
Prices Start At '5895
Model 3-5869
40 CHANNEL BASE STATION
• Two-way power
• LED channel display
• ANL • PA • Tone control
• Headphone jacks • Delta
tune • S/RF meter
14995





• No installation required no holes to
drill • Magnet Mount holds antenna in
place • In-line connector • Completely
pre-wired • S14.nless steel tapered whip
,antenna • Chrome plated die-cast metal
base With -wavvrfury magnet
4.95
3 IN 1 COMBINATION ANTENNA
• Three-way mount . gutter, trunk or
root mount • Pre-wired assembly • 40
.-or 23 Channel compatibility • 33 inch
• 17-7 PH staintess steel tapered whip
. antenna • Heavy duty, stainless steel
—'3111DCR -string Rust resistant trunk cap
19.95






Your General Elsetria 6621ar In Murray
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
212 EAST MAIN ST. — PHONE 753-1586
• •











We have a good selec-







Sugar & Spice Boutique
(located in the Hall)
! ‘
Dixieland Shopping Center
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How to be a I
better Santa
For those interested in
what goes under. the tree
more than in what goes on it,
a 24-page booklet, entitled
-How To Be a Better
Santa," is available for the
asking from Schaper Man-
ufacturing, a leading maker •
of more than 40 games. in-, „.
cluding a series of -Super
Jock" sports action games
and a variety of miniature
Playmobil system little
people. three-inch tall figurt.-..
whose arms and it:. 'neve as
they become parts of seven
different imaginary worlds.
To become a better St.
Nick, send a stamped. self-
addressed ens elope to "Bet-
ter Santa," Schaper Man-
ufacturing. P.O. Box 1230,
Minneapolis. Minn. 55440.
Get Ready Now For The
Holidays
Come see us and shop Gallery I for gifts.
Gallery II for exclusively franchised collector's
prints and for framing your prints or those
you get here.
I Gallery III for jeans,pants and tops --
I silver stitching, gold stitching,
gold trim, and just plain




4 (.1} I FOR ALL SLASO,*-, . . . sunglasses that adjust
automatically for any kind of weather, any time of year.
New all-weather sunglasses givre year-round eye com-
fort and protection—as important at Christmas as it is
in July. AmberMatics by Bausch St Lomb actually
change color to control the light, turning amber for
sharp vision and depth perception when it's hazy;
brown for sunglass protection when it's warm and
sunny; dark silver gray to cut glare in sunny, freezing
weather.
Super ideas. . .
Stocking sniffers
for the entire family
Filling everyone's Christ-
mas stocking with the "per-.
feet" gift can exhaust any-
one's imagination, especially
lithe members of your family
seem to have "everything.'
This year,- in addition to
the usual special treasures,
stuff your family's stockings
with- some entertaining and
useful booklets. Texize
Chemicals- Company offers
three different booklets free
, on a write-in basis; at least"
one is sure tube right for
someone in your household,
ee upon a time
a8o , there lived
n ,fiek -so
I seemed to have
'fricäo sve.
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)0.$$ A .141ENTUCK •
"Do-it-yourself"' young-
sters and adults alike will
enjoy "Crafty Critters," a
booklet full of clover ideas
and directions for making a
variety Of toys; crafts and
planters from the empty plas-
tic bottles in which different
household cleaners are pack-
aged. -These projects make
great after-school or rainy
day -diversions for -young-
sters. and the crafts are suit-




mg" booklet, which offers a
variety of helpful household








An vivaluable guide to
botltsmom,s and dads is the
"K2r's ,Stain Dial." It's an
easy-to-use guide whiCh pro-
vides the right information
-for removing 56 different
types of spots and stains from
dry-cleanable fabrics. By fol-
lowing the stain dial tips. it'S
- egen posiible ut pywn on
expensive dry-cleaning bills.
To receive your free copies
of any or all of these stocking
stuffer booklets, write to:
Consumer -Relations Dept.
Box N;-Teitize- ChenueiTs






Tree is focus of holiday fun.
Christmas trees are flock-
i,ng the nurseries, charity
parks, enipty lots. Anywhere
that a pile of Chnstmas trees
can fit, they will be. The big
question-- what kind of tree
should you pick?
There' is a variety of
Christmas trees offered
every year. The most popular
is Balsam Fir followed by
Scotch Pine with long nee-
dles; Douglas Fir, which is
y_alued for its hard wood; and
Blue Spruce, usually soht._
with the roots balled so it can
4kar
be planted outside after
Christmas.
After- you, decide 'upon
which Christmas tree to buy,
the fun begins.
Make your tree the family




from The Gallery- by HAggar:
You'll appreciate the comfort of this texturized twill fabric of
Tlxlay's Dacronl polyester and the classic clean lines. Select your




Open Friday Nite Til 8:00
Open Sunctay1:5
raham & Jackson 
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Best of season's greetings.
THE VERSATtLrrY of microwa‘ing in a JETI 10 mi-
crowave oven from General Electric is illustrated here
by the variety of foods the oven can turn out. Shown
are: (1) Traditional Brandy Fruitcake (2) Glazed Ham
(3) Bacon Poleb (4) Soft Smokey Cheese Balls (S)Peanut Brittle and (6) Real Chocolate Fudge. Recipes
for all but the fruitcake are available in General Elec-
tric's "Microwave Guide and Cookbook."
The Clothes Closet
$10°° off
On All Fail 8 Hoh:•1
Tna swot ta/terol hnes tar tiononsair
cooninan, Onowl, and the rimmed
ccnilauction clan Concord. IT • • bw.-
C full Once Bur Concord n run on
•sale, rat an ocidonumer to WV trat
• rook been rearing or to otactrate • 9. For a
anal* a mammary mat fano, up MO
Coucad tat *Oa& Gan OW will make that
nes/ toad *gad Ouy raw aid VW, Concord
cm*** n s varier 01 5oec04 coial Or,o air araIN -
















and appetizers . . . these are
the kinds of foods that say
"Season's Greetings."
You can prepare all these
foods and a host of others
quickly and easily in a mi-
crowave oven.
For example. today's GE
.LETII0 microwave oven can
cook with microwave speed
• . contrblled either by time
or temperature . . . slowly
cook delicate breads or
cakeA, or simmer stews all
day long. And it can do all
these things with the touch of
a few buttons. --
At Christmas, more than
any other one time of the
year, families are introduced
to the wonders of microwave
cooking, so very often it's
these kinds of Christmas fa-
vorites that families first
learn to prepare.
This year. General Electric
offers a brand new fruitcake
recipe that requires only







1 cup (h-lb.) butter,
softened














Vs lb. whole candied
cherries
Vs lb. pecan halves (about
2 cups)
In large mixer bowl cream
together butter and sugar,
until fluffy. Add eggs, mixing
well.
Stir together flour, baking
powder. salt, and cinnamon.
Add- to creamed mixture
along with brandy. Blend
well.
In large bowl, mix together
fruits and nuts. Fold into bat-
ter. Pour into lightly greased
16-cup plastic microwave
fluted or straight-sided ring
mold.
MICROWAVE AT HIGH
16 to 20 Minutes. rotating
dish 1/4 turn every 4 minutes.
until cake tester stuck in cen-
ter comes out clean. Let cake
stand 20 minutes directly on
heat-proof counter or
wooden board before turning
out of dish onto serving plate.
Brush generously with
white corn syrup if glazed top
is desired. When cake is cold,
sprinkle with more brandy
and wrap- in foil or plastic
wrap. Store in cool place 4 to




With school chilpren in the
house, there are ofteni times
when a television show has
been assigned for homework.
There are other times
when a show will be of inter-
est to an Upcoming vacation.
To avoid arguments, allot
space for special messages
near the TV set.
A sign saying "Monday
night, 7:30, Homework" will
alert the rest of the family. Or
a note telling the family that a
special on your vacation spot
will be broadcast on (date,
time) will allow everyone to
be prepared to watch.
The Christ-child stood at
Mary's knee,
His hair was like a croh n.
And all the flowers looked up
at Him,
And all the stars looked
down•
—G.K. Chesterton
When mom, and dad
are fill-ins for Santa
WHEN SHOPPING for Christmas toys, ask yourself
what learning opportunities the toy will provide for the
child. A building set such as the RIVITON Construc-
tion System is not only fun tor your child but it helps
develop manual dexterity and creativity.
If Santa really did come
down the chimney on
Christmas Eve with a sackful
of toys, oohs and _Ohs of
genuine delight would be
guaranteed and Christmas
would be a whole lot more
relaxed for Mom and Dad.
But he doesn't, so those tor-
menting decisions about
what toys will go under the
tree must bt made by only-
too-human parents.
You do, in truth, face a
predicament. You must
weigh your children's
dreams of a pony or twenty-
room dollhouse against prac-
tical factors such as budget,
safety, and durability. But
there is one other question to
ask and it could be the deci-
sive one: What does the toy
offer your child?
Child psychologists say
"play is children's work."
Children first learn about
their world through play, and
toys are the tools with which
they learn such skills as shar-
ing, communication, prob-
lem solving, and strategy or
how to-anticipate_ Toys also
enable children to develop
physical adeptness; manual
dexterity and eye/hand coor7
dination.
A youngster between the
ages of three and six,. for
example, will benefit from .a
ride-on toy such as a tricycle
or hobby horse with which he
or she can learn to move with
confidence through his or her
environment. A toy such as-a
doll or stuffed animal pro-
vides oPportunity to simulate
the actions of people or crea-
tures.
To practice .control and
manual dexterity, give the
child building blocks and
balls. As NI- the latter, look
for, balls that you can live
with too. NERF Balls from
 m-madepqppets
for Santa's little anti
Simple toys that arc,bright(
colorful and, best of all. easy
to play with are the ones San-
ta's littlest fans grab first on
Christmas morning—and
sometimes cadt be parted
from all day. Adorable hand
puppets that you can easily
make yourself fall into this
category.
You probably already have
all the materials right on hand
to create a soulful brown
reindeer, a cheery red Santa
and a merry elf. All you'll
need are scissors, small
lids—such as those on baby
food jars, scraps of fabric.
white glue and spare bits of
felt, ribbon and such. Now









here's what you do. . .
To fashion the puppet's./
body, make a paper
Pattern—a triangle 6" to 7"
wide at the base and abotif7"
high. Round off the top and
you have the proper, elon-
-gated bell-shape you need.
Trace the pattern onto fabric
(two pieces—your puppet
needs a front and a back) and
cut out the shapes, using
pinking shears if you have
them to prevent frayed
edges. Apply white glue
around the'edges of the fab-
ric. press together to form a
"mitten." Voila! Now
you're ready to decorate
your tot hand puppet. .
- For a super face, pour 1/2
teaspoons of Elmer's Glue
All into the lid from a baby
food jar. Rotate the lid to dis-
tribute the glue evenly; it
pods white but dries to a
lovely clear, glossy finish ina
day. Then add facial features
with "glue-paint" —a few
drops of food coloring mixed
with glue. The "glue-paint"
provides a rich, shiny hue
plus texture, so you can
create gleaming round blue
eyes, puffy pink cheeks, or a
bright red mouth.
After your puppet face is
dry. you may want to further
define features by outlining
them with a fine tipped mark-
ing pen. A spray of clear
acrylic will permanently
"set" the face and a bit of
ribbon, felt or trim wrapped
around the outside rim will
give it a finished look.
Next step—glue the
"head" onto the fabric mit-
ten and then customize your
tot puppet with buttons, cot-
ton balls, glut-paint, scraps
of 'inateiiial and such. For
example, you can make a
snappy Santa outfit iwi-Hv hits  
of cotton to trim his suit and
make his beard, while felt
makes a perfect cap and belt.
A reindeer is as easy as
drawing a marking pen,
"body" onto the mitten. Add
a collar of glue-paint berries
-molubeset4epilidessiveweewevotevf -
fel' )r, if a merry elf Spark:4
.fabric suit: with a
t.piffy hat grid boots- to meta
Parker Brothers are a good
choice. because-they're spe-
cially designed for indoor
play. Made of safe, 'soft
polyurethane foam, they
won't break Windows or
damage furniture.
To encourage exercise of
eye/hand coordination you
might- give your child a toy
plane such as the new NERF
Space Raider- ar-the NERF
Cycle, a foam cycle and rider
with a hand-held launcher.
Witt these latest additions to
the -NERF family of toys, a
child can develop accuracy
and distance perception
skills, too.
An older child, from six to
twelve, is ready to learn so-
cial skills and strategies from
play items such as board
games; fantasy through
books and dressing up in cos-
tumes; or other skills with a
building toy.
For example, with Parker
Brothers RIVITON, he or
she.c.an learn about the world
of work, building and design-
ing models taken from real
life, while developing
creativity and manual dexter-
ity. The RIVITON Construc-
tion System durable'', sus-
tains a child's interest over
long periods of time, and
most of all—it's fun to play
with.
RIVITON is available in
four sets, all of which come
with a unique and safe hand-
powered riveting tool (no
batteries or electricity are
needed), reusable rubber
rivets, and plastic parts
which are interchangeable
among the four sets. Nbw
this year is the RIVITON
Transportation Set wliti
,which a child can build -An
endless variety of vehicIps
from trucks to planes. -
Children of all ages entily
and benefit from sports son
item of sports equipmcnt
found under the tree is sureito
please. Two inexpensive avid
traditional favorites are: a
football or basketball. The
new NERF Basketball is de-
; signed specifically for chil-
dren; it's easier to pass, drib-
ble and shoot than the stan-
dard ball because it's made of
grippable foam with a dura-
ble skin.
Christmas shopping R2r
children shoulTbe fun ancPit
can be if you simplify the dt-
cisiO ri making by first askilg
yourself that key question:
Will the toy benefit my chile
Then, in good conscience,
you can sign all your gift tags:
"With love from Santa,"
cause he couldn't have ckw
sen better himself'
HITACHI









Shop our store and compare quality and price with any discount store.
We Service Only What We Sell








Wash SeI•cOOrtS kw 'banal Wash
Short Wash. Fans* & Maki
• Normal Enimay Saver Cyclo • 3-Lervei
Washing Action • Sullt-to Soft Food
Deposes' • Tuft Tue kienor • Sound
insulated • FuN-Extension Cushion-
Coated Racks • Flow awl Dispartur
• Dual Detorgern Doopeosor
Regular Price $339.95
Loss Discount $30.00
qA VE *50' SAVE $60`"Ouality-Buht P-7* Self-cleaning
Oven-Range. Automatic oven timer,
Clock, Signal Buzzer. Infinite Rotary






GE Quality-Built Filter-Flo' Washer
with Mint-Basker" Tub. 4 Wash, Spin
Speeds 5 Wash Soakflinse




You Pay Only $3399 5
Your General Electric Dealer in Murray
" Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
1111WARVItOT and JOWASIIIITSITS, 01111/fitS •
f_; 212 EAST SA1111T. --AWE 113-151111— • .
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Guaranteed Annual Rote Not Annual Yield








Murray Branch 12th 8 Main Sts
• Federal regulations require a
substantial interest penalty
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Visions of sugar and frosting. . .
Decorate For A
White Christmas
The whole family can stir
up lots of holiday cheer this
season. by -decorating for
Christmas in a new. exciting
way that iseasy on tie family
budget.
Among the decorations
your family can create are -
candle -ring wreath, candle-
-stio4s. showflakes, tree or-
naments. miniature house.
church. wishing well and. in
fact, even an entire Christ-
mas white-capped village.
All add a festive charm to
your table or tree, and
sparkle like snow because
you make them with sugar!
All you need to make these
inexpensive but dazzling
decorations are some Dom-
ine Sugar Dots and:or Tab-
lets. a special frosting, and
your imagination. The Dots
and Tablets are readily avail-
able at your local supermar-
ket. The frosting is simply a
mixture of egg whites and
Domino. Confectioners
10-X Powdered Sugar that
holds the Dots and Tablets
together like, an edible
"mortar."
Every member of your
family can get involved in
this project. While Mom and
Dad mix up the "mortar'
frosting. the kids can arrange
the Dots and Tablets in the
desired pattern.
To make frosting. just
whip the egg whites until
firm, and add powdered
sugar, cream of tartar, and
vanilla or almond extract.
The frosting is easy to handle
when applied with a squeez-
able plastic container, and
dries solidly between layers
of Dots and Tablets.
Color may be added with
diluted food coloring sprayed
through a window cleanser
bottle, and granulated sugar
dyed with food coloring may
be sprinkled on the decora-
tions as an attractive trim.
Irlere are some step-by-
step instructions on how you
can make sugar decorations
for Christmas:
HOUSE/CHURCH/WELL
To construct- a house.
church or well.-arrange the
Dots and Tablets in a square
or rectangular pattern on a
flat surface. Stack the Dots
and Tabletsdirectly on top of
each other and spread with
frosting. Leave spaces for
doors and windows in the
buildings, topping these off
with small pieces of index
cards. • Construct two pillars





A roof may be constaucted
-with a folded piece of card-
board covered with frhsting
an granulated sugar.. Tab-
lets may be added as shin-
gles. and Dots and Tablets
trim the windows and doors.
Use your creativity to add.
s etes, chimneys and de-
corative trim.
CANDLESTICKS
- Sugar candlesticks add an
elegant touch to your.Christ-
mas table, and are especially
attractive when surrounded
by a ring of holly or other
greens. Squares,of Dots and
Tablets stacked in alternating
sizes form the candlesticks,
and triangular "legs" may be
added onto the base. A taper
candle fits easily into the cen-
















!iv beatera— -- ky
CANDLE-RING WREATH
'Build the wreath in a circu-
lar pattern as shown, con-
necting the Dots or Tablets in




Since no two snowflakes
are alike, your sugar
snowflakes may also vary in
design. Basically, each
snowflake has a center Dot,
with an "arm" extending
from each side. To make the
arms, stack about four Dots
vertically from the center.
and add Dots horizontally on
the sides as you wish:These
snowflakes make charming




A similar ornament is thc
Christmas star, which is
made from two Tablets 'join-
ed end to end. Continue by
plastering two additional
Tablets at right angles. form-
ing a "cross" design. Finish
by breaking two Tablets in
half and securing them be-




'Give A lasting Gift •
Children's Books
Bibles & Referent es
Inspirational & Poetry






Citi St rap Free.
I r ( hrisimas Catalog






FOR YOUR I Tn D
. CONVENIENCE M •
SALE
Terrific Assortment a He's Wishing for(,7_
lamor tw HANDSOME
































1 pc. and Jacket Styles
in the new length...
Festive Holiday Colors
SUPER VALUES
14 99 Others To▪ $29.99




'1/ E-Z Care Fabrics
• • ••
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Famous Katz— Movie Star
ar
















Sure to Please Him
Men's PAJAMAS
Cotton Flannel or Poly
Cotton - in Solids and






































Full Cut - for
comfort, washable
Ass't. Cotton Plaids
SUPER 10 "VALUE •
Others $5.99 to $14.99
, ERMANS
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-HAPPY -CATerwo
cat% will appreciate any
thing tilled with catnip. and
sill trot around happily for
months on end. picking up
and depositing various rag-
ged pieces of cloththat were
once stutTed mice or -tiger
tails, and even falling asleep,
happily, with something
clenched in their paws
Select balls of various
sorts. Cats are particularly
attracted to those with bells
in them. Bits of rawhide for
chewing are doggie treats, as
are squeakie toys, rubber
bones andyummy bisceiti.
Even though.it is said that
giving is better than receiv-
ing, when holiday time
comes, receiving is a lot
easier!
Indecision, store crowds
and deadlines often panic
even ths most veteran shop-
per into buying the closest








THIS YEAR SMART SHOPPERS can eliminate gift
buying woes with a present that fits even the moat dis-
cerning personality. LED PCnTM from ENM Company
combines four gifts for the price of one—a ballpoint
pen, digital watch, second countcr and calendar.
item available that vaguely
resembles a gift.
This year, smart shoppers
can eliminate gift buying
woes with a present that's
perfect for almost everyone,
and will be remembered
fondly long after Christmas
has passed.
The L ED Penn' from E NM
Company combines four gifts
for the price of one—a
ballpoint pen, digital watch, a
second counter, and a day/
date/month calendar. Press
the clip once and ;his slim,
sculptured ballpoint shows
the hour and minutes; two
presses and it reveals the
day, date and month; three
presses and the pen counts
seconds. -
` Operated by two standard
si-lver oxide batteries (in-
cluded at time of purchase.)
the LED Pen is perfect for
even the most discerning
personality on your list.
Geared to today's on-the-go
lifestyle, this modern writing
instrument is certain to be-
come a constant companion
for the busy executive, stu-
Model EL-8034
Very Thin With
tnyl Case & Note Pad
All
Your Sell-Service
dent or housewife. It also
makes the perfect gift for
persons who can't wear
jewelry on the jab.
The LED Pen—which
uses standard ballpoint-size
ink refills—retails for -about
$30, and is available at lead-
ing department, stationery
and office supply stores.
When you're planning
your spread. don't forget a
large salad, accompanied by
a variety df dressings.
.f or a small gathering, you
might consider. a cheese fon-
due as a main course or, if-
yom have a particular fancy
for rich desserts, a-chocolate 
fondue to finish off a per-
fectly delightful dinner.
Baking your favorite
cookies is always a good
idea, as is distributing bowls
of finger food on your buffet
table and throughout your
entertaining area.
Delta Deltique %
. Faucet Set 14
t 20% Off 1t 4
t 4
t -Murray. Supply Co., Inc. .t . . . , .. Open 74 Oa-Fri., Saturday 
*
248 E. Main, Murray, Ky. Moly of Free Parking 14
15406Stete) litaft loteroteirflooteetteietreeteteel
Fine quality products you can
depend on for years to wire . .
Black & Decker Products
SAVE
1/4" DrIll 1.80  10"
3/8" DrIll Kit T SAVE22"
SAVE
Sander KIt 400  22"
SAVE
Jig Saw KIt 400  fr7
Dependable Black and Decker Products.
Choose 1/4" dr91, %" drill kit, sander kit, jig saw




• • s •
• • • •
• • •








• • • •
Lightweight yet durable 3-piece lug-
gage set includes tote, 20" over-
nrte and 24" weekender
Roses has all you need
from the TREE
to the BALLS . . .
7'/,' balsam fir tree has 180

















parent tape, the clear
tape that stays clear.
Choose 1/4.1 x 450"
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s Jon Gnagy suggests . . .
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING GUIDE
Cozy idea for cold daysMeat slicer slices food bills Tr
When dot uticat i
make a pertet
In"' When it not.itist a meat
but also does a
job I slicing hi cads, segeta-
hies. fruit•. cheeses—and.
high food eitsts'
With the Oster Meat and
Food Sheer. you tan save by
buying foods .in quantities
and slicing just what you 
econeed for flaYorfut. nom,
\4.TVinf • ketT the rest
- fresh for -later
d_Beyon being practical.
the Ost, oeleat and Food
Slicer is also ttemendou-.
help to busy hosts and host-
cAes. snaking the .prepara-
ion of attractive -meat.
cheese and fruit platters Ca'S
and fun
This powerful new kitchen
companion wilt slice jnicy
family -size roasts. sirloin,.
hams. cold cuts. breads. veg-
r [able.. fruits. cheese S and
rnanysefher foods to perfec-
44Na 44 minutes.-
-The Oster -Electric Meat,
















serrated ty, staintes, steel - H
cutting disc w hiA:11 adjiams' OW to brtng out the
•
Irons paper-thin to jumbo 4"
use. and safe. too. as the
motion makes it easy to real artist in everyoneslices The conve.nient right- 
• •
unit stops quickly when your
switch
hand releases the operatiNIN
For a quick snack of com-
plete meal preparation. the
Oster Meat and Food Slicer
is a cut ahoy e th-e. rest and the'l,
perfect way to say. • 'Merry ---
Christmas!
Art, in any fm, has al
ways been a warfor propk.
to express themselves
Communicating art has beer
Jon Gnagy 's way of helpink.
people meet this need.
Jon Gnagy has been shat
ing this great talent of hi,
since May 13. 1946. when hi,
first regularly-schedule,
---746evision show. -Radio City
Matinee:. Mt the NBC Net-
cork.
Through this show, Jon
Gnagy exclaimed, "Every-
one is an artist,- as he gave
step-by-step art instruction
on TV. He has alto produced
sets that people can easily
pick up at their local hobby or
craft stakes and try out at
home.
The Jon Gnagy sets are a
great way to refresh your ar-
tistic techniques. Jon Gnagy
home art courses are a %sir-
dcrful introduction to a new.
exciting hobby.
These sets cover many as-
pects of art—sculpture,
etching and oil painting, to
name a few..1.he themes
range from Flowers and
Landscapes to Human Fig-
ures and Animals. ALL the
sets have easy-to-follow in-
structions and contain every-
thing you need to create your
own masterpiece.
•





















\Ott OPI \ till BOO IRIDAY%
%ND I. ; ccNnAvs
To please your
particular taste...












WHO'S YOUR FAVORITE ARTIST? It could be you,
with Jon Gnagy Learn to Draw Sets. Anyone can learn
to be an artist with one of these sets, which include
everything from sketch pencils and erasers to instruc-
tion books and paper. Three new sets this year include
Human Figures, Landscapes and a Pen and Ink-Oil
Pastels Set.
A Jon Gnagy set is that
special gift you're looking for
to put under the Christmas
tree, no matter who the per-
son is or wharaue he or she
might be. Young and old can




crafts and fine artists' mate-
rials are sold. Best of all,
The holly and the ivy,
When they are both full
-grown,
Of all the trees that are in
the wood.



















Between Behrs & ( ooks1ewelrs
One Group
14 K Gold Serpentine Chains
25% off
iGift Certificate & Layaway 1
there's a Gnagy set for ev-
eryone's pocketbook with
prices ranging from $1.59 to
$45.00.
For the name of your
nearest dealer, call. toll-free,
800-523-3696, (in PA, call
215-329-3980). or write, F.
Weber Company: Wayne
and Wincirim Ayes., Phila..
PA 19144.
_The rising of the sun
• And the running of the
deer. •
The playing of the merry
organ.
Sweet singing in the choir.
A HEN IT'S COLD OUTSIDE and you want to keep the
thermostat low to conserve energy, you'll be warm and
cozy tucked under a down comforter. These light-
weight, luxurious feeling covers are great for curling
up to read a book, or for spending an evening answer-
ing stacks of cards and letters. For comfortable sleep-
ing there's nothing better than low room temperature
and a fluffy natural-filled comforter which drapes lb
your body and keeps you warm in the winter months
and comfortable in the warmer ones. Treat yourself or
those on your special list to a year round, year-after-
year gift of comfort and luxury.
Atillniatingatinalk 4 4,
I UsZonsBag & Beads
IS BIGGER
I AND BETTER ! ! !
I.
We've searched for words to
describe this sale, but only one
fits...UNBELIEVABLE!!
Now is your opportunity to
purchase a KifchenAid di3hwasber
at an unbelieyable low price.
(You wouldn't believe the regular
price if we told you!)
You can buy the Model KDO-68 Kit-
chenAid Portable Dishwasher. This is a
full-featured dishwasher...Not a strip-
ped down model. Act now...limited quan-







scratch, stain or rust.
•KitchenAid Built-In
Dishwashers...
'Four fabulous under -
counter models
now available
Kitchen Aid Because it's worth it.
.4;0101011111111mmo7ot53 111.200111111111004m4._
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